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This year's Homecoming Week, titled "Once
Upon a Time," heads into
its last three days with a
weekend filled with activities.
Friday's judging of
oats for Saturday's Homecoming Parade will
kick off the weekend's
activities.
Saturday's parade, which will begin at Seventh
Street at 9:30 a.m., will be
among the highlights of
the day. There are 110
entries in the parade, and
a total of 25 floats participating in the event. Among the entries is Gov. Jim
Edgar, who will follow the
parade route along with
Eastern President David
Jorns.
Blake Wood, chairman
of this year's Homecoming
Committee, said, "This is
one event where Eastern
students and Charleston
residents can come together." He ..said the parade
has been well-received in
past years, and he expects
this year to be no different.
Another highlight of
Saturday's events is the
Homecoming football game when Eastern's Panthers will be matched
against the Illinois State
University Redbirds at 2
p.m. in O'Brien Stadium.
An alumni tailgate
party will precede the
game from noon to 2 · p.m.

Bill Cosby's
appearanc·e
to generate
$20,000
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Staff wrtter

EAN ESKRA/Assoc. photo editor

Students get.fired up for Saturday's Homecoming football game during the annual
Homecoming pep rally and bonfire near the Taylor/Lawson basketball courts
Thursdayn~ht.
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• f) p.m.- 9 p;m. Class of l~ Reunion Dinner,

Charleston Country Club.
• 8 P.tn•- 12:45 a.m. Greek Step Show, Grand
Ballroom of Martin Lbther King Jr. University Union.
SATURDAY
- .• 9:30 a.m.-11 :30 a.m. Homecomtng Parade, "Once
-:~
~~Upon"a lime," Sixth -and ·S eventh streets.
· "' •Noon- 2 p.m. Alumni Tailgate, O'Brien Pavilion, all alumni and their familic:;s ~

<weleome.
·
"
"'- • 2p.m. Homecomingfootball Game, EIU Panthers vs. Illinois State University
Redbirds; Q'BrtenStadium.

-

- . _

,., • 9 p.m.- -1 2:45 a.m. Homei:ioming Dance, Grand Ballroom of University Uruon.
SUNDAY

-

.

.

ru-:lJ:·in· EIU/Commumty Symphony Orches~, Dvo~ Concert Hall, tickets

in the O'Brien Pavilion.
All Eastern alumni and
their families will be welcome to refreshments such

as hot dogs and soda sold
at the party. Also, the
band "Shadoobee" will perform at the tailgate party.

Following the football
game, students are invited
to attend the Homecoming
., Continued on Page 2A

The Office of Student Activities
will be able to deposit about $20,000
into its general concert fund following
comedian Bill Cosby's Nov. 6 Parents
Weekend performances, according to
David Milberg, director of the office.
On Monday, student activities
received the contract from the
William Morris Agency, Cosby's public relations firm. According to the
contract, Cosby will receive a flat rate
of $100,000 for his two performances
plus $5,000 in expenses.
Milberg said Thursday that the
estimated cost of technical equipment, a component of the contract
still being negotiated, is about
$30,000.
With both the 6;30 P-.P!· and 9.;3~0
p.m. performances"sold'.·out, student
activities garnered $154,800 in ticket
sales. After paying Cosby, the office
will have $49,800 remaining. If
Milberg's estimation of equipment
costs is accurate, student activities ·
will have approximately $19,800 in ,
funds to deposit .in their cp:oe~tt ~
account.
· • . , : _• • ~ •
According to the cqntract,, Co~by
requires two large television screens,
two television cameras, two spotlights
and an audio system for his performances.
Milberg also commented on Cosby
as a featured performer for Parents
Weekend as compared to past performers.
Mil berg said .the scheduling of

·~;:.·.;>4•o•·.,,;

' • ContinueP,

on Page·2A

Over a year later, questions
still loom in Melton's death
By ALECIA MAPES

A reward fund at Boatmen's Bank of Charleston
offers $4,500 to anyone offering information that
leads to the arrest of the driver who hit June.
She was really not much different from young Benefit concerts have been dedicated to her memowomen on Eastern's campus: She held a job, ry and community activities and individual donaenjoyed riding her bike, had a friendly smile and a tions have contributed to the reward fund.
warm heart. She had dreams and a boyfriend.
In an interview with The Daily Eastern News
But everything abruptly changed for Crystal · last week, June's mother, Mary R. Melton, shared
June Melton and for those who knew and loved her some thoughts oil her daughter's death and her
on March 12, 1992.
continuing effort to learn what she can about the
Early on a Thursday evening that spring, June accident, find answers and piece together what has
was struck by a hit-and-run driver as she was rid- become an obscure, painful puzzle.
ing her bicycle on Harrison Avenue · near
June was a bright-eyed, enthusiastic 24-yearCharleston ·High School's Trojan Hill. She died the old, Mary said. Several years ago she changed her
next day from head injuries.
oco esyo
_ on
first name to "Crystal" because of her admiration
Nineteen months later, the circumstances sur- for country singer Crystal Gale. But to everyone Boyfriend Kevin James (left) and Crysta( June
rounding her death are still cloudy. An ongoing else, she was known as June.
Melton pose for a photo in 1992. Nineteen months
police investigation and a determined campaign
She had been working at the Heritage House, a after Melton's death in March of 1992, the case is
for information from the public has turned up only home for the developmentally disabled, and was unsolved and details remain clo.udy.
sketchy details.
living in her own apartment. She had been saving had even been called "Charleston's favorite couple."
June's passing was a rarity for Charleston: an her money in hopes that she and her mother might
"June had a sweet contentment about her that
unexplained fatal accident. Old flyers posted in travel to Australia.
local businesses still ask for information and the
She and her boyfriend, Kevin James, c011ld regutragedy continues to be a center of conversations.
larly be seen riding bikes together. June and Kevin
'
Staff wrtter
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Homecoming _ _ _ _ _ __
., From Page lA

Dance, which will be held from 9 p.m. to 12:45
a.m. in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Th~ Ell/Community Symphony Orchestra
will close out Homecoming Week's activities
with a 3 p.m. performance Sunday in Dvorak
Concert Hall in the Fine Arts Center.
Wood said student participation has made
this year's activities during Homecoming
Week successful thus far.
Among the events Wood said were wellreceived included the Homecoming coronation and window painting on the University

Union Walkway.
"Many people involved with the coronation
ceremony told me it was one of the best coronations Eastern has ever had," Wood said.
Kevin St. Angel of the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity was named Homecoming King and
Sara Ann Baum of Alpha Gamma Delta was
named Homecoming Queen.
Those elected to Homecoming Court were
Alexis Genetski of Alpha Psi, Nick Carrillo of
Sigma Phi Epsilon sorority, Diane Brown of
Delta Zeta and Chris Jones of Delta Tau
Delta. Freshmen attendants were Amy
Si~ccotta of Alpha Psi and Corey Lines of
Delta Tau Delta.

with myself if I didn't do my best to try
to resolve this."
She said some television programs
few people have," Mary said. "Kevin
and June had more than many married have expressed an interest in June's
couples have."
story, but she wants to avoid sensationMore than a year-and-a-half later, alism while maintaining an awareness.
Mary is still waiting for the phone to
"I am not out for publicity, but I do
ring, waiting for any news of a suspect want to keep this in the public eye. I
or more details.
·
want coverage, not publicity," she said.
She said she "expected to find out
June's story has received generous
the night of the incident" who was driv- media attention. Articles have been
ing the car that killed her daughter. distributed across the nation on The
She stays confident that an answer will · Associated Press wire service where
~found.
many news media picked it up. The
·. "I don't dwell on it 24 hours a day," Chicago Tribune carried a thorough
she said. "It is not an obsession. It is story last spring and its staff plans to
seeing that justice is done, righting a write a follow-up.
wrong."
Mary's goal is to stir some emotion,
As part of this process, a private incite some curiosity in hopes that
investigator is working voluntarily on "maybe someone knows even the
the case. l\_1ary has also contacted par~- slightest bit of helpful information."
psychologist Greta Alexander, who is
"I don't ever want to see this happen
als"o w?~~g free 'J.f ~harge. , .
again," she said. "People have absolute..- ,J ooiie'le God gJ.v~.P~,<lW~ ~.. and....-1 'ly'.no idea -how you f-eel without an
I wanted to .be c~rtain about this pe~- .answer. You can't just let it go and go
son," Ma.cy-· $filet.~ ~sh.e - rurs ·{he-gllt-<tr < 10"ii."' ~
.
she wouldn't have known a lot of things
"I've suffered a lo_t of losses in my
she does. I want someone here today life but there was always an answer to
do~g something.
.
,
, wh~ or how."
I am always trymg to find who s
She said June's "sweetness" touched
next,' someone to help. I couldn't live
"' From Page lA

•Bill Cosby_ __
committees to land as Cosby.
Milberg said he attributes
past Parents Weekend concert
successes to the artist selecti
and the tradition of the week
end. Some of the acts tha
have performed in the last l
years include singer Ton
Bennett in 1983, Bob Hope ·
1986, The Temptations in 199
and Lou Rawls last year.
Milberg said in his six ye
at the university he has n
seen many changes in tastes
students or parents when ·
comes to Parents Weeken
performers.

• From Page lA

Cosby to perform for this
year's Parents Weekend is no
greater an accomplishment
than past performers.
"We have scheduled artists
of various kinds for many
years now," Milberg said. "We
have always received a positive response from the audience."
Milberg has said past performers, which have included
such acts as Frankie Avalon
and Chuck Berry, took the
same procedures by concert

"The hell of it was that not lo
many lives, especially those of Kevin
James, June's 13 year-old sister, Angela before it happened, June and I ha
Melton, and June's friend Maggie talked about her getting a helmet.
we are certain her bicycle light w
Stokes.
Angela, Mary said, is having consid- working."
Coles County State's Attorney S
erable trouble dealing with the pain.
Ferguson has granted immunity to
She writes for comfort.
"She can't understand this either," passengers of the car involved in
Mary said. "She has not known how to accident if they come forward.
cope with this."
Mary said one of her "greate
Maggie Stokes wears a pendant sources of anger is coping with th
encasing a miniature photograph of injustice that delays the grie£"
June and herself, continuing to keep
"I am very tired of excusing this
June "close to her heart."
an accident," she said. "In order to Ii
And Kevin James strives incessantly with the knowledge they (the dri"¥
to do all he can to stay on top of the and passengers) have, they must n
case and to keep the community aware. have a conscience. It's overwhelming
"Everything is a reminder because me.
there is this absence - the not know"These people could have made ·
ing," Mary said.
much easier to get through had
A number of high medical bills also known their sorrow," she said. "I
contribute to the anguish. The commu- appalled and in awe every time I h
nity came to_Mary's aid by taking care of a person wit hout a conscience,
person who cannot say Tm sorry."'
of June's funeral expenses.
In many ways June still lives, b
"June couldn't wait to see heaven,"
Mary-said: "She talked·about it all the her mother hopes that someon
time, so I knew exactly where she was." somewhere knows something th
Doctors said a helmet would have will help put her peacefully at rest.
saved June's life by preventing the
Melton calls it "a basic need fi
severe brain damage she suffered.
what is right."

Sze·
ch111a.n qa.tzden!iii!i
-' "· ' Chinese Restaurant
MANDARINE CUISINE

DINE IN OR CARRY OUT

All You Can Eat Buffet
Includes: Soup of the Day,
Assorted Appetizers, Desserts
and Main Entres
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Former aide: BOG report
designed to damage Rives
try and reach an informal agreement.
"If you want to call it mediation, sure it
was," Pyles said.
Former administrative aide Richard Pyles
Dunn wrote that Colbert was asked by
said Thursday he· believes a report by a Rives to serve on the "management team"
Board of Governors attorney investigating because Colbert previously worked as an
allegations Eastern administrators mishan- affirmative action officer at another school.
dled a sexual harassment case was "designed The management team tried to reach an
to make former Eastern President Stan informal settlement with Turban and
Rives look bad."
Francis-Laribee
Pyles left Eastern during the 1991-92
In his report, Dunn states that Francisschool year. He played a key role in the alle- Laribee was told by John Walstrom, business
gations the administration mishandled Janet department chairman, to attend a meeting
Francis-Laribee's sexual harassment case the next day on March 21 , 1990 to resolve
against Efraim Turban, then Lumpkin the dispute.
College of Business distinguished professor.
According to testimony from Francis"l'm confident that all rules and state gov- Laribee's attorney to Dunn, "(Franciserning regulations and policies were fol- Laribee) was told by Colbert she had to
lowed," Pyles said Thursday from Miami resolve the matter that day or otherwise be
where he now resides. "I disagree there was sued by Turban and tied up in the court sysanything done wrong."
tern for years.
According to Dunn's report, Rives received
"She had no support at that meeting .or a
his legal advice from Pyles. In a letter representative who could be considered an
signed by Rives March 21, 1990, on behalf of ally."
the BOG, both Turban and Francis-Laribee
Pyles told Dunn that Richard Lumpkin,
agreed to settle their harassment disputes whom Lumpkin college was named after, was
informally, terms of the agreement were to still living at the time and that if it was disremain confidential and both parties were to closed that Lumpkin's first distinguished
agree not to name the university in a lawsuit professor was involved in a sexual harassiflitigation eventually arose.
ment charge, ij would b.e embarrassing to
Dunn concluded Pyles' advice to Rives was Eastern's donor.
"woefully inadequate" and resulted in an
Shortly after the informal settlement,
agreement that exposed the BOG and Francis-Laribee filed a lawsuit again$t 'tlte
Eastern's administration to serious legal lia- BOG claiming her sexual harassment' c!a&e
bilities. Dunn said this agreement violated was mishandled by Eastern administrators.
Turban and Francis-Laribee's civil rights.
Those named in the suit were Rives; Robert
Glenn Stanko, attorney for Francis- Kindrick, then-vice president for academic
Laribee, has said his client's civil rights were affairs; Colbert, Pyles, Lumpkin dean Ted
violated because of this agreement. Pyles Ivarie and John Walstrom, business departsaid he doesn't agree with Stanko's com- ment chairman.
ments.
Rives' response to Dunn was that "he did
"He's the plaintiff's attorney, I wouldn't not know the particulars of the mediation."
take his comments worth a grain of salt,!' · ··'·Colbert, orte 'of the six ·d.ef'e'lld8::ri~$ 'fi\ 1th~
Pyles said.
Franics-Laribee lawsuit, ·said Thursday the
Pyles explained Charles Colbert's, vice case is now settled ·and he really didn't want
president for business affairs, role in the to comment on his involvement in the allega"management team" was to aid the two facul- tions of mishandling by Eastern's administy members (Turban and Francis-Laribee) to tration.
By JOHN FERAK

Administration editor

By EAN ESKRA\assoc.photo editor

lay ball

.

k Morecraft plays catch with his father, Jim. before dinner
Thursday evening on the comer ofFifth street and Adams.

ancis-Laribee 111ay
eturn to Lu111pkin
JOHNFERAK

ministration editor
The dean of the College of
Business and Applied Sciences said Thursday it's his
understanding Janet Francis-Laribee will return to
Lumpkin for a faculty
assignment in the next
school year, assuming she is
interested in doing so.
In September, FrancisLaribee, who is now acting
assistant dean of graduate
studies, settled her out-ofcourt sexual harassment
case against the Board of
Governors and university
officials. Her suit claimed
Eastern administrators
mishandled her sexual
harassment allegations
against Efraim Turban, former distinguished professor
of Lumpkin.
Dean Ted lvarie said ill
tensions created when Francis-Lari bee brought her
claims of sexual harassment
against Turban still have not
•healed the college." Lumpkin faculty members were

EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE
MONEY!

divided not only by the issue,
but again when the BOG
decided to grant FrancisLaribee tenure in September.
"We stili have need for a
period of time to pass, to let
the healing process begin,"
Ivarie said. "It's just one of
the very difficult circumstances and will take time,
but we'll surely move forward."
I varie was one of the six
defendants named in Francis-Laribee's lawsuit and
the individual responsible
for hiring both her and
Turban.
"To say we could have
done things differently or to
second guess is like saying ·
how the Phillies could have
won game four of the World
Series (Phillies lost 15-14
Wednesday
night
to
Toronto)," lvarie said about
his decision to hire Turban
in 1989 to a multi-year,
$110,000 per-year salary.
"I think we acted appropriately under given circumstances throughout the process," lvarie added .
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Lunch & Dinner

Right?

Friday & Saturday Night

SO ... why not sell your
unwanted items in
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Special Saturday hours
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WELCOME BACK ALUMNI!

Open4pm
99¢ Brats &.. Burgers
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BIACK GREEK COUNCIL
presents

• We have more than 40 fresh
specialty coffees!!

"WE'RE STEPPIN' OUT..
1993 :.Homecomi.ng stepsfww

Tickets on sale NOW
at the Union Box
Office

Tickets on sale NOW
at the Union Box
Office

621 MONROE ST.
ON TIIE SQUARE IN CHARLESTON

MON. - 1HURS. FRI. - SAT. -

j'rlday, Octo6er 22, 1993 • 8 p.m. !McJ7Lfee (jym
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• We feature the best selection of fine
Imported & American Wines.
• More than 20 flavors of John
Morisi's finest gourmet pastas.
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David Milberg, director of student activities, said one of the reasons Pi Kappa Alpha receivea
a shorter probationary period than other greek organizations was, in part, because Eastern's
chapter cooperated with its national chapter when the office conducted an investigation.
Milberg also said one difference between Pi Kappa Alpha and Sigma Tau Gamma is that Pi
Kappa Alpha was not already on probation when the hazing incident occured. Sigma Tau
Gamma was.
Eileen Sullivan assistant director of student activities for greek affairs, said "the university
feels they can't m~tain a healthy relationship with a fraternity or organization charged with
violating a code."
These facts were incorrectly reported in Thursday's edition of The Daily Eastern News.

'\I~ l1"1il1,1

Wal-Mart practices good business
In a society where a first- - - - - - - - • much as $5,000 to $10,000 If
the thief can sell the hot Item.
edition t 0-cent comic book Is
Maybe this was just a disnow worth $ t 0,000,
absorbent prices are being
•Has anybody traught fan who's still reeling
from Jordan's retirement
put on everything from tooth
heard
announcement and just
paste to toe jam. And within
about the love of desires to be a little closer to
this frenzy of high prices
everybody and his pet cat's
money being the Jordan.
_ More like a little closer to
worms wants to cash in on
root ofall evil.?' Jordan's
net income. Big and
something be It a good gimmick or tragedy.
Emott
small businessman flipped
People are putting outraPeppers
their lids when Jordan retired.
geous prices on everything
. . . . . . . . . . .llS!lll!llll!l!Blll!ll!l!S1ll!!il!ililllllll!ll!ll':::l!l'lll!il!!ll1181!!1!!11iilil!illllll Not because they wouldn't
seeing his patented tongue
from duplicates of Elvis' blue
wagging and masterful play, but because there was
suede shoes to memorabilia and actual flood water
from "The Great Flood of ~93," as it has been
a lot of profit to be made. Advertisements and com
mercials soon flooded the public of all sorts of
dubbed by the media. A young boy from the St.
Louis area began a business selling flood water from
Jordan collector's items.
Everything from Jordan's rookie card to his first
the Mississippi River during the height of the floodline of Nike's were sold. Here's a couple of items I
ing that ravaged the Midwest. Corporations and
would market if I removed all the mirrors from my
entrepreneurs from every edge of the country were
racing to the Midwest to market commodities focushome: Authentic Jordan sweat, Jordan tongue juice
ing on what has become one of the great natural dis- and Jordan chewed gum.
But its all big business, free enterprise, good m
asters in ,A..merican history.
keting strategies and basically just good business t
Sure some were doing it for flood relief funds to
benefit the flood victims, but America is known for
turn a profit the best way and any way you can.
Has anybody every heard about the love of
scams that say one thing but do another - just look a
money being the root of all evil? Nah, I didn't think
lot of as seen on TV mail offers.
Although mail fraud is illegal, starting a product
so.
centered on someone else's misery isn't.
The $300,000 judgment against a Wal-Mart in
Arkansas, saying the store ·tried to force its compe
The Weather Channel is now toting a new video
tion out of business by offering merchandise below
release I believed titled "Great Disasters of t 992:
cost, is outrageous. Wal-Mart is just concerned
Lessons from Andrew" only $ t 9.95. What a bargain
about giving its customers the lowest price possibl
to see live coverage of death, destruction and other
If the competition can't keep up, too bad.
people's misery. Forget going to the movies.
Throwing small businessmen and families into and
But these are just some of the great products
below the poverty level is just an expected causall
made available on the open market. The price for
of big business and good marketing strategies.
some products gets down right nasty on the black
The overwhelming idea seems to be: "Hey, it's
market. Priceless jewel and pieces of art net millions
just money. I can't take it with me so I'm going to
on the black market. Let us not forget about the illegal drugs industry - a multi-billion dollar network of
do anything and everything to get all I can while I'
here."
corruption. The lives that are lost and destroyed
To bad souls aren't expendable.
don't even come close to the need for profit.
Now, some thief has swiped an autographed jer- Elliott Peppers is associate news editor and a
sey of Michael Jordan's from a Chicago museum. The
regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
jersey, which Jordan wore in a game, could net as

ever

Homecoming
· is special tinle
for Eastern
It's been a rough week for the university.
On Tuesday, the Student Activities Office
announced Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity had
been placed on a six-month probation for
hazing, and the furor over Janet FrancisLaribee's sexual harassment suit reached a
- - - - - - - - boiling point on the
same day.
Over art, life has
been a bit glum.
. But the prescription for our ailing campus could come in the form of
-J!O..!Jl~.So~ this weekend. For ~any on
~p_us,. the-atmosphere turns the fqotball
team, which is 1-5, into a 5-1 squad, problems disappear and pld college friends are
united.
For a weekend, students, alumni and faculty should try their best to put the burdens
aside and enjoy a festive weekend on campus.
Homecoming has always been a time of
surprise and celebration at Eastern. Last
year, the Panther's defeated Indiana State,
and will have a chance to snap a five-game
losing streak against inter-state rival Illinois
State.
Also, last year's parade was charged
with energy because of the arrival of
President David jorns. The parade has
always made a good precursor to the football game.
This year there are numerous activities
for students, alumni and faculty to enjoy.
There are exhibits at the Tarble Arts Center,
a play created by two Eastern faculty members, the Black Greek Council's Annual Step
Show, a rap performance and Homecoming
dances.
But probably the best part of the weekend is the camaraderie between old friends
that return to campus, and the memories
former students have about what they did
when they went to college. Alumni gatherings are planned throughout the weekend.
Eat, drink, forget the current troubles
and remember the good times that have
passed. Homecoming is here, and it is time
to celebrate.

Editorial
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Support Panthers
during this week's
Homecoming game
Dear Editor:
Words cannot describe the disappointment and frustration felt by
the team, coaches and fans following the last-minute loss to
Northern Iowa last Saturday. The
game was played by two outstanding football teams. Unfortunately,
one had to lose. As a parent and
fan, I was extremely proud of this
entire group of young men and
their coaches for their outstanding
effort. Eastern w~ well represented on the football field by our
team.

Your turn
At this point in the season, it is
easy to point to mistakes and miscues that may have contributed to
this and other losses. I believe this
team and its coaches deserve support and encouragement. Only
they know how hard they have
worked since early August and
how disappointing it is to lose,
especially last Saturday.
This Saturday is Homecoming.
Let's be at the game and give the
team our support. Sophomore
linebacker Tim Carver's 82-year-old
grandfather is driving 420 miles to
be there. Between now and then, I
know a word of encourag~f!lent to .

any of the players or coaches you
know would be appreciated.
·

Michael

Letten policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages letters to the editor concerning
any local, state, national or international issue.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed,
the name of the author, in addition
the author's address and telephone:
number, must be induded. If necessary, letters will be edited according
to length and space at the discretion
of the edit page editor or editor In
chief.
Anonymous letters will not be

.prif)tced~ .

hree senate members
on 't seek re-election
Three of the 16 senate memrs up for re-election in the
ov. 10 Student Senate elec·on have confirmed that they
are not planning to run again.
Carol Melo, a junior acounting major from Elk
Grove, said Thursday she does
ot plan to run for re-election
because she wants to devote
more energy to promoting the
ncerns of Latino students.
"I like Student Government,
ut it is different than I
thought it would be," Melo

.said.
Melo said she joined the
senate in an effort to promote
Latino students, but said she
found that members of Student Government did not care
about the cause as much as
she had hoped or expected.
"Some of those people don't
understand or don't even try to
understand (the Latino heritage),'' Melo said.
She added that the Student
Government did try to help
promote minority awareness
on campus through the Senate
University Relations Committee, but she said she felt she
could do the same job with the
Latino American Student
Organization.
"I would rather do it (promote minorities) within my
own organization. I would
rather be with 30 people who
care about the cause than be
with a lot who are impartial,"
Melo said.
The Senate University
Relations Committee set up
meetings with all of the senate
members and minority leaders
on campus, but Melo said she
was disappointed when some
of the members did not attend
the meetings.

Senate to install
24-hour hotline
By SHERRY SIDWEIL
Student government editor
Student Senate members
came one step closer Wednesday to solving a communication gap between the
senate and students when
they passed a resolution
which will make a muchanticipated Student Government hotline a reality.
The senate passed two
separate resolutions at its
Wednesday meeting. One
resolution will install suggestion boxes in Coleman
Hall, Buzzard Building and
all residence halls. A second
resolution establishes a 24hour hotline on one of two
existing phone lines in the
Student Government Office.
The two resolutions
were presented as one jointresolution at the Oct. 13 senate meeting, where it was
rejected. Many senate mem"Some made an effort, but
some senators didn't go. I
understand that there were
conflicts in time for some, but
they did not come up to me
and talk about it," Melo said.
Kara Restagno, a junior
therapeutic recreation major,
said she has also decided not
to seek an additional term on
the senate.
Restagno said she does not
have time for the senate
because she registered for 21
semester hours for the spring
semester.
Restagno has served on the

hers said they felt they had
no choice but to reject the
original resolution because it
called for the installation of
a third phone line for the
hotline.
Senate member Lance
Phillips, who authored the
original resolution, said he
believed a third. phone line
was necessary to ensure that
students would actually be
able to get through to the
Student Government Office.
He said that al-though he
did not want to rewrite the
resolution, he felt getting the
hotline was the most important thing.
The hotline, which will
have 24-hour voice mail, will
cost the senate $5 per
month. Phillips said if the
hotline proves to be effective,
he will come back next year
to ask the senate for the
installation of a third phone
line for the hotline.
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senate for three terms and
said she feels she has held the
position of senate member
long enough.
"It's time for other people to
get in there," Restagno said.
Junior computer management major Jeff Figurell said
he also needs to focus on
school rather than seek a second term.
Senate Elections Chairwoman Amy Levine said
Thursday that 24 senate petitions have been picked up
from the Student Government
Office.

Bars fail compliance check
By ROBERT SANCHEZ

City editor

·

Three local taverns were charged Thursday
with failing tQ comply with the city's liquor code
after a routine alcohol code compliance check
Wednesday night.
Ted's Warehouse, 102 N. Sixth St.; Ike's
Little Campus, 411 Lincoln Ave. and Thirsty's
allegedly sold alcohol to a 19-year-old police
informant during a Wednesday night compliance check, a Charleston Police· Department
press release said.
Mayor Dan Cougill said Thursday the hearing date for the taverns will be set by City
Attorney Brian Bower either today or Monday.
Bower will act as prosecutor during the hearing
and Cougill, who is also the city's liquor commissioner, will judge the case.

This is the second time Ted's Warehouse has
sold alcohol to an informant, Cougill said.
He said if the tavern is convicted; it could
have its liquor license suspended for seven
days.
Ted's was one of four bars that were closed
during the opening weekend of school for failing
a July 23 alcohol compliance check. Mother's,
506 Monroe Ave.; Stu's, 1405 Fourth St. and
Friends & Co. were also found guilty of selling
alcohol to an underage informant during the
July check.
Roe's Tavern, 410 Sixth St., served a 5-day
license suspension from Sept. 17 to 22 for its
second violation which occurred Aug. 19.
Since this alcohol compliance violation is
Ike's and Thirsty's first in the past year,.Cougill
said the taverns will receive three-day liquor
license suspensions if convicted.

Broadway Joe's
1412 Broadway- Mattoon

235-4733

lI

Homecoming Party Friday, Saturday & Sunday
Top Recording .Artists "Brothers By Choice"
Out of Louisville, KY. Playing all weekend 9 p.m - 1 a.m
Lunch and Dinner Monday thru Saturday
Sunday Special: 6 Little Kings in a Bucket for $3
No cover charge ... Must be 21 to enter
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Osco renovation approved
By NATALIE GOTT
Staff writer

After an hour of discussion,
Charleston's Liquor Task
Force voted unanimously
Thursday to accept a proposed
renovation of the city's Osco,
but not to revise the store's
Class F liquor license.
Rather than revising Osco's
Class F liquor license, Stix
owner and task force member
Don Yost suggested the task
force review the entire Class F
liquor classification .
A Class F liquor license permits a drug or grocery store to
sell alcohol provided the sale is
conducted in a room separated
from the rest of the store
The renovation to Osco
would make every section of
the store visible and accessible
to consumers.
"I don't think this is something this committee should
get into," Yost said.
Earlier in the meeting, the
task force motioned to recom-

mend the Charleston City
In other business Thur&,Council make a decision on day, the task force discussed
revising Osco's Class F license, extending Friday and Satbut Mayor Dan Cougill urday night bar closure times.
opposed it.
Hencken said he made
He said the council won't nighttime rides with Charlesmake a decision until the task ton police on three weekends
force reviews the Class F this semester and noticed peoliquor classification.
ple seemed to fill the street at
The task force also dis- la.m.
cussed the reaction Osco's proThe city liquor code requires
posal has received since it was tavern owners to stop selling
made public.
alcohol at 1 a.m.
Lou Hencken, vice president
Yost said many bars are
for student affairs and chair- often unable to close at 1:15 to
man of the task force, said he .1:30 a.m. because patrons
had received many calls in refuse to leave.
opposition to the Osco renovaChad Bandy, a student
tion.
member on the task force, sugA petition of 90 signatures gested bars stop serving alcofrom members of the First hol at 1 a.m. but stay open
Church of God was submitted later. He said this could cut
to the task force by Rev. Bob down the number of people
Yonts.
leaving the bars at once.
Yonts said members of the
Student Body President
church had already agreed not Luke Neumann, a task force
to shop at Osco if the wall sep- member, agreed and said a
. arating the main store from later closing time would give
the part that sells alcohol is bar patrons time to "wisen up
tom down.
and chill out."
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Campus and community groups selected
what streets each would like to clean as part
of Charleston's "Adopt-A-Highway."
Representatives from city and campus
groups met with Mayor Dan Cougill Thursday
night to express their interests in the program and secure streets and time slots for the
street-cleaning program.
Most groups wanted to work on familiar
streets such as tin-~oln A".'enge because volunteers would be mbre visible. -~ · ~ .,
·
Mayor Dan Cougill's idea of a once-a-month
clean-up of city streets has decreased to fewer
times after organizations expressed that
Charleston's streets didn't need to be cleaned
12 times a year. Also, some representatives
from greek organization said greeks wouldn't
be around in the summer to work.
Some groups have decided to pair up with

r'

other organizations to make scheduling work
slots easier. League of Women Voters and
Epsilon Sigma Alpha volunteered to work
with other groups.
· Julie Hanna, representative of Expanding
Awareness and Responsibility Towards
Humanity, said her group was definitely
going to participate no matter where they
worked.
Stan Adkins from Charleston High School
plans to select a section near the school for
the convenience to high school students.
The Kiwanis Club has been assigned 18th
Street, Lincoln Avenue to Madison Avenue.
"Adopt-A-Highway" is an Illinois Department of Transportation program for which
local groups vol'unteer their time to pick-up
litter ·along state roadways.
Dan White, a representative from IDOT's
headquarters in Paris Illinois, district 5, said
that the mayor's program should be very
effective.

--75¢

AMARETTO STONE SOUR
SEX ON THE BEACH
QQ
SCREWDRIVER
•
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CHAD WAHLS MUSIC SHOW
OPEN - FRl-8pm - SAT-6pm

Groups to clean up streets
By TRAVIS SPENCER
Staff writer
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ARTFUL ELEGANCE
Inspired by the grand design and architecture
of the Italian Renaissance and the genius of the
architect Andrea Palladio, Citizen proudly
presents the Paladion Collection. With
beautifully styled dress bracelet models for
Gents and Ladies, the collection offers
models with mother of pearl,
champagne, and black
dials... sure to please the
most discriminating
dresser. Priced
from $175.
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upporters confident African PETS & SUPPLIES
tudies will not be eliminated Reptiles•Birds•Small Animals
one more year, ending next
spring. Colvin said the BOG
did this to see if the program
Supporters of the African- continues to meet the requireerican studies program ments.
e confident it will not be
Colvin said the program
iminated, despite having was under review when he
n under a two-year inten- began as the head of the
've review by the Board of department in 1991.
overnors, said William
"The program was under
olvin, chairman of the review," Colvin said. "It's my
rican-American studies job to build it up so that we
partment.
meet the requirements."
The program was required
Johnetta Jones, director of
have 19 majors when it minority affairs, said the proas put under intensive gram has been revamped
view by the Board of since Colvin became its chairvernors because of a low man.
rollment. It now has 32
"In the two years Dr.
·ors.
Colvin has been the director,
The program will remain he has done a tremendous
der intensive review for job," Jones said. "He has com-

Madison Street

Lincoln Avenue

Hours: M-F 10:30- 8:00
Sat. 10:30- 6:00; 12:00- 5:00

Call NOW for an appointment
with:
ANNA
DIANE
LINDA
JENNIFER
MELISSA and Receive

an issue he would consider since students are
requesting more privacy.
He said renovating Lincoln and Douglas
halls and perhaps making Lincoln-StevensonDouglas strictly an upper-classmen complex,
would be a consideration.
As the current acting director of food services, Cannon said he often visits the Food
Service areas.
"I think it's important that the students and
staff see you in the buildings you supposedly
run," Cannon added.
Two traits Cannon said he feels he has that
the other candidates don't are his business
background and his dedication to Eastern.
"I have a passion for this place; a passion I
don't think a lot of my candidates have,"
Cannon added.
Cannon said Eastern needs to be run like a
business to make money. He feels.. that with
his bachelor's degree in business, he has an
advantage over the other candidates.
Cannon will conClude his interviewing on
Friday from 7 a.m. to noon in the Martinsville
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.

$1 oo OFF Haircuts

and

$5°0 OFF Perms
''

345-4269

.

Walk-Ins Welcome
1113 Lincoln Avenue

DORM FEVER ?!?!?!
I •.

I

I

We Have Room
For YOUR STUFF
AT

Daily Speci~I
Any 6" Sub,
Small Drink
and Chips

$3.29

1500 Madison Ave. •Charleston, IL

GOOD LUCK PANTHERS

irect·o r search continues
Eastern's acting Food Service director said
ursday his biggest challenge if named housdirector would be "following in the shads" of Lou Hencken, vice president for stunt affairs, who served as housing director
m 1976 to 1992.
Kevin Cannon, an Eastern graduate and
· g Food Service d4'ector, was interviewed
ursday by members of the faculty and sevcampus organizations. Cannon is the secnd of four candidates to interview for the
· tor of university housing and dining services.
If hired, Cannon said he would like to
hange food service by changing the atmophere to make it more like a restaurant. He
·d he wants to "start doing fun, fresh things
the dining room."
Cannon is considering adding new items on
e menu, such as more vegetarian foods and
ft-serve yogurt.
Cannon said encouraging housing renova'ons to get some more public space would be

Salt & Fresh Water Fish

pletely turned the program
around, revitalizing interest
and excitement among students in the program."
Jones said she hopes the
program will not be eliminated because of the changes
that have been made.
"Not has Dr. Colvin built
up the number of majors, but
the number is continuing to
grow. This is not the sign of a
dying program," Jones said.
"Turning around an academic program is like turning
around an ocean liner; it ·
turns slowly," she added. "I
can see the changes and others in the department can see
the changes, but the BOG has
to be convinced that the ocean
liner has turned around."

U-STORE INC.
Call Us Now At 345-3334
Behind Rex & Don's Warehouse
S. Rt.130, Charleston, Illinois 61920

611 Monroe St.

EIU HOMECOMING
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DELTA SIGMA PHI
BRATFEST'93
· PANTHER LOUNGE
4:00 pm - 1:00 am

Quarter Beers, Brats, D .J. , and Raffle
For Information or Rides Call 581-6893

-DON'T MISS THE BEST PARTY OF '93
&:<I> WELCOME BACK ALUMNI llL<I>

..•.•.•.
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Sprite, Diet Sprite, Minute Maid Orange,
Cherry Coke, Welch's Grape
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anthers finally back honie
astern renews rivalry
·th Homecoming game
Illinois State has relied on both
the pass and run so far this season
in its spread-out offensive alignIllinois State head coach Jim ment. Redbird quarterback Dan
eacock can't imagine what Eastern Barnett leads Illinois State's passinois has had to deal with so far ing game, while true freshman
·s season.
Cameron Smith leads the Redbirds'
"Eastern is a good team that has rushing attack.
ad an unbelievable schedule," said
Barnett, a junior who started six
eacock. "I can't imagine playing games last season, is fourth in the
ve of six games on the road to start Gateway in passing efficiency. Smith
season."
is coming off a 183-yard perforEastern will host only its second mance in a win over Indiana State
ame of the season at 2 p.m. last weekend.
turday when Illinois State comes
He is fourth in the Gateway in
O'Brien Stadium for a Gateway rushing with 98.3 yards per game.
nference game.
"In their spread offense, they can
The Eastern-Illinois State series hurt you with the run," Spoo said.
arted in 1901 with the Redbirds "(Smith) is a very good runner. He is
eading the series with a 41-33-8 as good as (Indiana State's David)
ord.
Wright and maybe even faster."
The Panthers, who are 1-5 overall
Three weeks ago, Wright rushed
d 0-3 in Gateway action, will be for 199 yards against the Panthers
rying to snap a five-game losing in a 27-24 Sycamore victory.
treak in front of a Homecoming
Spoo is also wary of the Redbirds
wd.
passing attack, which is ranked
Illinois State comes in with a 4-3 third in the Gateway.
erall mark and a 1-2 Gateway
Barnett has thrown for seven
ark.
touchdowns, six of which have went
Last week, fullback Willie High to Kevin Glenn, a senior who transshed for 224 yards on 48 carries in ferred from the University of
31-27 loss at Northern Iowa. Florida.
espite High's big game, which
Last week, Northern Iowa quarmed him the conference offensive terback Kurt Warner got the better
ayer of the week award, Eastern of Eastern's secondary several
ad coach Bob Spoo said that the times, which resulted in four touchPanthers' offensive game plan hasn't down passes.
changed.
"(Illinois State's) is more of a ball"We will still take what the other control passing game," Spoo said.
am's defense give us," Spoo said. "But I'm sure they are thinking
~ight now, our strength is running about (going long)."
the football."
Eastern's defense is ranked last
High, a sophomore from Mattoon, in the seven-team Gateway
leads the Gateway in rushing. He is Conference in pass efficiency
averaging 108.33 yards per game, defense. The Panthers are ranked
which places him 10th in Division 1- fifth in the Gateway in overall team
AA in the category.
defense.

JEFF CULLER/Photo editor
Eastern running back Willie High taJces a hand off at practice Thursday.
Eastern will play host to lliinois State, renewing a 92-year old rivalry.

Title capped 'miracle' turnaround
By ROBERT MANKER
Staff writer
Pete Catan remembers an
Eastern student asking him
how the football team would
fare during the upcoming season as he walked through the
student union 15 years ago.
"I said we were going to win
the national championship,"
said Catan, a sophomore
defensive lineman at the time,
•and I said that with the
utmost sincerity and confidence."
The year was 1978. Jimmy
Carter was in the White
House; cellular phones had
not yet been invented and
Eastern won its only national
football championship in
school history.
The Panthers brought the
NCAA Division II title home
Saturday, Dec. 9, 1978 with a
10-9 win over Delaware in
Longview, Texas. Eastern compiled a 12-2 record that season, just one year after a 1-10
campaign in John Konstantinos' final season as head
coach.

like a pro team.
"Those (coaches) were really
good and they knew their job
really well."
Saturday's Homecoming game with and this being the 15th anniversary of that
Mudra, nicknamed "Dr.
Illinois State University is not only a time miracle season, today's sports section
Victory," brought a 110-50-2
to celebrate school spirit of today but also includes a tribute to those associated with
collegiate record to Eastern
it.
that of years past.
after head coaching stints at
We've attempted to capture the joy and
Many former Eastern students, athletes,
schools like Florida State, the
coaches, and parents will travel to enthusiasm felt on campus 15 years ago
University of Arizona and
Charleston and join us for this weekend's when the Panthers were No. 1.
even Western Illinois.
We hope you enjoy our look back at the
Homecoming festivities. Considering that,
He quickly assembled a
we've decided to provide all with a look incredible season of '78 and remember it as
coaching staff that included
back at what was perhaps the most memo- you experience this year's Homecoming festhree future National Football
tivities.
rable year in Eastern sports history.
League coaches - offensive
For more coverage on the 1978 champiThe Panther football team won the
coordinator Mike Shanahan,
NCAA Division II national title in 1978, onship team see pages two and three.
defensive line coach John
Teerlinck and wide receivers
coach Jerry Brown.
Darrell Mudra was chosen tempo for the team," Catan American wide receiver as a
Mudra, who led North
to replace Konstantinos and said. "They developed a junior in 1978 and is now a Dakota State to an unofficial
fielded a team comprised pri- weight-training program, and professional boxer. He rememmarily of players from the in the summer was when we bers the changes Mudra and national championship in
year before en route to the really got down to the nitty others implemented between 1965, spoke of the circumstances that led to the
championship.
gritty of it.
the 1977 and 1978 seasons.
Panthers'
title.
Catan, speaking from his
"Some guys who couldn't
"The coaches we had (in
"I
expected
to have some
home near Orlando, Fla., make it walked off and quit. 1978) were like Big Eight- and
recalled vividly the transfor- Basically, we were left with a Big Ten-type coaches," kind of tough sledding at
mation that occurred between tremendous nucleus of players Warring said in an interview Eastern," Mudra said from his
Crawfordsville, Fla. home.
those two seasons.
who were hungry to win and from his Miami, Fla. home.
we inherited some good
"They started out with would do whatever it would "They changed the locker "But
talent, and -we hired some
room stuff. They changed the
bringing in the new coaches, take to accomplish that task."
• Continued on Page 4B
James Warring was an All- jerseys and made things really
and that basically set the

''.The News looks at '78 season
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topped 12-2 season

By ROBERT MANKER

now stood at 6-2 overall and 22 in the conference. Turk
broke the single-season passIn August of 1978, Eastern
ing record of 1,851 yards set by
football players and coaches
Ron Gustafson in 1970 with a
agreed their goal for the sea250-yard passing effort.
son was to win more games
• Eastern sent Illinois State
than they would lose.
University to its 11th straightThat was something the
defeat with a 42-7 romp in the
Panther& had not done since
Panthers' homecoming game
1961, but by December, those
on Nov. 4. A school-record
expectations had been achcrowd in excess of 9,000 saw
ieved and surpassed.
Cobb top the 1,000-yard rush-·
Here's a look at the national
ing mark for the second conchampionship season of 1978:
seeutive season with 151 yards
• Eastern won its first game
on 25 carries.
of the year, 41-16 on Saturday,
• Cobb rushed for 202 yards
Sept. 2. The Panthers beat
and scored four touchdowns in
Central State (Ohio) in Darrell
Eastern's 35-14 win over
Mudra's first game as head
Murray State to close out the
coach, and the late Chris
regular-season home schedule
"Poke" Cobb, killed three years
Nov. 11. Cobb's four touchago in a South Carolina auto
downs broke his own season
accident, scored two touchrecord of 13 set in 1976 and his
downs to tie the Eastern
WARBLER PHOTO 202 yards broke Nate
career record of21.
Eastern coach Darrell Mudra talces home the prize tn 1978.
Anderson's single-season re• Having already equaled yards - 110 on 27 carries.
over four times in the first cord of 1,261 set in 1973.
their entire victory total of the
• Turk threw for 297 yards quarter Oct. 7 and fell to
• The Panthers whipped
previous season, the Panthers and Eastern gained its longest Youngstown 40-24 for its sec- cross-state rival Western
traveled to Indianapolis Sept. winning streak since 1938 ond consecutive and final loss Illinois 40-12 in the season
9 and came home with a 42-3 with a 29-12 non-conference of the season. Turk threw for a finale Nov. 18 in Macomb. The
win over Butler. The Eastern win over Northeast Missouri school-record 359 yards on 25- win gave Eastern its first ever
offense racked up 528 total State Sept. 23. The five-game for-51 passing in Ohio.
·
NCAA Division Il playoff berth
yards including 197 on 9-for-13 winning streak began with a
• After an open date on Oct. and its first win over Western
passing by quarterback Steve
17-0 win over Evansville for 14, the Panthers downed since 1968.
Turk. Cobb rushed for 119 the
only win in 1977.
Northern Michigan 42-34 Oct.
• The Panthers spent
yards, and two more scores to
• The Panthers were dealt 21 in Marquette, Mich. Turk Thanksgiving in Davis, Calif.,
break the school record.
their first loss of the season passed for a school-record five and beat the University of
• The next game saw host Sept. 30, falling to conference- touchdowns, four to James California-Davis 35-31 in a
Eastern rip traditional neme- rival Akron 17-16 on a field Warring, to break the season first-round playoff game on
sis Northern Iowa 38-22 in its goal with seven seconds mark for touchdown passes en Nov. 25. Eastern upset the
Mid-Continent Conference remaining. Cobb broke the route to the conference win.
fourth-ranked Aggies behind
opener Sept. 16. An estimated school record of 2,535 career
• Eastern made that win- two touchdown passes from
Parents Weekend crowd of yards rushing set the year ning season a reality Oct. 28 Turk and one from Cobb.
8,500 saw Eastern gain 551 before by Mark Stettner. Cobb with a 34-14 non-conference
• The Cinderella story contotal yards and Cobb's 13th rushed for 237 yards at Akron. win over Wayne State in tinued Saturday, Dec. 2 with
game
wjth more
than
100 •' ..• , Eastern turned. the ball Detroit. The Panthers' record - 26-22 come-from-behind win
........ ., ,,...,.., o ..
.. ,,."1 ':'v
'-f,'11
Staffwrlter
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WELCOME BACK .TO ALL
OUR RETURNING ALUMNS!

· ~ar · Pref_essionafs
.

UON HAIR"

3~5-4449

503 Buchanan

Slop~

6'f and ~al/ l'U!

"Go Panthers"

IWHAT'S COOKIN'I

~11~1111114''

·BREAKFAST
7 DAY·S A WEEK
• Sandwiches
:'• Beer& Wine
..• Dinners

• Mexican Food
• Homemade Desserts
• Freshly Baked Muffins

,~ .1rfJ.,our 'Daily 'Brealfast Speciafs
7th & Madison

'•' .•..·,'..
. ....
'•,

(1 Block North of Square)

. 345-7427

at home over Youngstown
State in semi-final playoff
action. The win avenged the
Oct. 7 loss to Youngstown
State and propelled Eastem
into the national title game.
Turk was intercepted five
times and Eastern fans
stormed the field with time l
on the clock only to tear down
both goal posts and interrupt
play. Cobb's rushing touch·
down with 4:04 left gaveEastern the lead and the win.
• The biggest football game
in Eastern history was played
Saturday, Dec. 9 in Longvie~
Texas. The Panthers playe
No. 1 Delaware for the national title and escaped with a narrow 10-9 win. Eastern took a
3-0 lead in the first on a D
DiMartino field goal.
The Blue Hens tied th
score at 3-3 later in the q
ter with a field goal of their
own. Delaware took a 9-3 lead
late in the first half but missed
its attempt at the extra point.
The Panthers scored w
proved to be the winnin
points after Eastern free saf1
Kevin Jones recovered a
Delaware fumble on the kick·
off to begin the second h
Turk then hooked up wit
McGhee for a 26-yard pass
ting up a 1-yard score by Cobb.
DiMartino's extra point p
to be the game's final point.
Delaware had a final opportunity to win the national ti
but the Blue Hens' Brand
Kennedy was wide to the ·
with a 45-yard field go
attempt with seven secon
remaining in the game.

ay, Restaurant and Bar

, , ,:,~:~lfouR SPECIAL:
·'·Price Appetizers

Full Men.
Steaks· Shn

P.M. till 7 P.M.

Prime Rib

, "Mr. Wizard"

Fri. &.. Sat. Nights - St.
Restaurant hours: Friday

A.M. - 2 P.M.,
Bar hours: Monday - Saturday 11 A.M. - 1 A.M.

. - 9 P.M.
ay- 12 noon - 1 A.M.

MUST BE 21 TO ENTER A
1706 Broadway - Matto~

KAPPA
DELTA
RHO
!?wudf
Yi;
Ya// !7+
g~

Gary Babbitt

Craig Crafton
Matt Dudley
Mike Feinstein
Gary fowler
Zack Giibert
David Hawk
Josh Honaker
Jamie Motejzlk
Jerry Peck

/.9.9J

~~

Lucas Pyle
Mike Rakozy
. Brian Shore
Brad Schroeder
Rob Shrader
Ryan Shultz
Scott Sikora
Jake Simon
Matt Strasser
Craig Tuggle
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978 title memories still strong.
inning .started
"th personnel
Championships don't just
appen. People make them
ppen.
That was the consensus
inion of indhriduals associted with Eastern's 1978
tional football title.
That championship was
ot simply the fruit of one
ason's on-field labor, but
ther the culmination of a
rnaround begun in 1971,
e year Gilbert Fite became
astern's fourth president.
Fite came to Eastern from
e University of Oklahoma,
school as rich in athletic
adition as Ivy League
ools are in academics.
He brought with him the
hilosophy that strong athtic programs go hand in
nd with sj;rong academic
rograms and four years
ter took a major step
ard making Eastern that
· d of institution.
In 1975, Fite handpicked
ike Mullally to become
astern's fourth athletic
·rector.
Fite and Mullally had
own each other from their
ays of working together at
e University of Oklahoma,
"te as a research professor
history and Mullally as
egional director of the
niversity of Oklahoma
umni Association.
Mullally inherited a proram some feared at the
· e would not survive, and
"te gave him the opportunito turn things around.

"When I got there, the
program was in a lot of
financial difficulty," Mullally
said of the climate surrounding the athletic department
at the time of his arrival. "I
think there were people who
didn 't- want to have good
sports teams and especially
not have a good football
team."
Mullally said he immediately set to work increasing
the department's economic
resources and worth both
within the institution and
throughout the entire community.
"We went out and asked
people for a lot of support,
and we got it," said Mullally,
who now works as vice president of purchasing for
Chicago Double Drive Thru
Inc. and resides in Okla homa.
But it wasn't until that
championship season of 1978
that the rededication to athletics began to show on the
football field.
. Eastern's 1978 record of
12-2 was the Panthers' first
winning season since the 4-3
campaign of 1961. In the
years from 1972-77, under
head coaches Jack Dean
(1972-74) and John Konstantinos (1975-77), Eastern
won just 15 games and lost
45.
The Panthers' record was
a dismal 1-10 in 1977,
Konstantinos' last season as
head coach.
Darrell Mudra, head
coach at Florida State from
1973-75, was then hired to

WARBLER PH9TO
Running back Chris "Poke" Cobb set several rushing records in his years at Eastern. Cob~
rushedfoi over 1,000 yards for the Panthers in 1978. He was inducted into the E<;iSterh
Athletic Hall of Fame after his death in a car accident in 1990.
'''" ···· ' "'

take over beginning with the
1978 season.
In explaining the dramatic turnaround, Mudra credited those who brought him
here.
"(Mullally and Fite) came
in and decided if you're
going to .be a good university,
then you have to be good in
all areas," Mudra said.
"They really felt that the
football program was important.
"1 think (Fite) and Mullally were probably bigger
factors (in winning the
championship) than any-

thing else."
ble when Mullally came to
Mudra said Mullally's Eastern, it was also in danassistant in the athletic ger of becoming a thing of
department, Ron Paap, also the past.
played a key role en route to
"Up until 1978, there was
the championship.
a tremendous move by dif"Ron Paap and I were ferent segiµents (of th~ ~i~
graduate students' tog.ether versity);bot'h acadenilc'
.at Northern . QoJo.rado.. "__wftU as.. througho11Lt.b e_co1t1-.
Mudra ·s aid. "He was the one munity, to eliminate footwho really put the bug in ball," Paap said. "Then that
Mullally's ear to come down 1978 season just turned
to Florida and get ~e to everything around.
come (to. Eastern)." .
·
"(Proponents of eliminatPaap, who is .still associ- j.ng football) saw how imporate athletic director today, tant football was to. the ath;-.
said not only was the foot- letic progrant ~l!<t to th~
ball team in financial trou- entire institutio~!;:-;,,_
-·· ::
•
.r
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~
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eam' s success carried off the .netd:
Not only did the Eastern
tball team achieve success
the field in 1978, but many
fits players and coaches
ave since duplicated that
ccess in professional life.
"If you look across the
ard, all of the people from
at championship team are
extremely successful people,"
·d Pete Catan, a defensive
nd from that team. "They
paid the price."
Darrell Mudra, the head
coach of the championship
team, went on to further
coaching greatness including
a 43-16-1 record in five seasons at Northern Iowa and a
six-month coaching stint in
Italy earlier this year. Mudra,
65, is now enjoying some time
off at his home near Crawfordsville, Fla.
Three ofMudra's assistants
from that team later found
success in the professional
ranks.
Offensive coordinator Mike
Shanahan, offensive line
coach John Teerlinck and
wide receivers coach Jerry
Brown are all either current
or former National Football
League assistant coaches.
Two players from the title
team found professional sue~

WARBLER PHOTO

cess in the short-lived United
States Football League, playing with the Houston Garnbiers and Jim Kelly, who is
now with the National Football League's Buffalo Bills.
Catan and split end Scott

McGhee played together in
Houston from 1984-1986, just
prior to the folding of the
league.
Catan now lives in the
Orlando, Fla., area, and splits
his time among jobs as a con-

struction worker, high school
teacher and football coach.
McGhee was last known to
be handling managem,ent for
nationally known recording
artists such as Bon Jovi.
Ron Paap was associate

-

....

athletic director in 1978, a
position he still holds today.
He said he's been impressed
by where the players from
that team have gone.
"A lot of those kids have
become quite successful,"
Paap said. "They're just doing
some marvelous things in all
kinds of fields. It's amazin~
how well they reapy dip.
achieve."
·· ·
· ".
James Warring; an Aifr'.
American split end on the:
championship · s9.u ad, latef:
became a ptofessional kick;
boxer before shifting hii>:
efforts to traditional boxing.·
Warring, 35, .still boxin~
' and will "be 1 traveling tP;
France foi;, a ~t\tle ;-U,ght i!r.'.
November. ", "· .. •
.-·.
Randy Melvin; a d~fensive.
tackle on the 1978 team ~ 1
returned to E~ster:ri .~n 1988:
as the Panthers' defensive.·
line coach, a position P,e still
holds today.
,
ThElre were many other
players who later found sue-.
cess in life, but Paap said the
efforts of these few are representative of the group as a
whole.
"Those kids were winners,"
Paap said of the 1978 team.
"They've really become quite .
successful. Maybe winners
are winners everywhere they
go."

is

James Warring, an All-American split end in 1978, celebrates in the endzone following a
touchdown. Warring is rww a professional 'boxer and will fight in a title bout in France in
November. He is one several.former players to nwve on to successful careers.
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'Corn-Bowl' team to b·e honored
By PETER W. KATES

champs, and we were invited to a
bowl game, which gave us an
extended season," said Charleston
Take a trip through time,- down resident Lou Stivers, who played
memory lane, when Eastern consist- center and linebacker on that Corn
ed of four buildings, when football Bowl squad.
players didn't wear facemasks and
Stivers is one of few players that
where football games were played at still reside in the Charleston area,
the library.
while some players have moved as
At the library? Well, not exactly. far as California.
In 1948 and in seasons past the foot"I've been around the university
ball stadium was located where quite a bit, but some of the guys I
Booth Library now stands, and haven't seen for over 40 years," said
O'Brien stadium was most likely a Stivers. "It'll be nice to see some of
cornfield. Journey through the past, them."
when Eastern was a completely difBack then, the look of the campus
ferent school.
wasn't the only notable difference in
This Saturday, at this weekend's Eastern, and in Eastern's football
homecoming celebration, Eastern's team. The players of that time had
1948 football team will be honored just returned from the Second World
before the game, and over 25 mem- War, and were anxious to get on
bers of that team will be on hand to with their lives. Many of them were
reunite, some of which have not been already married; some even had
. together since that 1948 season.
kids. Some of the players on that
The former team members will team were as old as 24 when they
participate in the tailgate bash and started school as a freshman.
then be introduced prior to the game
"Three years of our lives were
on the track.
shot for many of us," said Stivers,
That 1948 team was the first who was also in the service. "We just
Eastern squad to advance to a bowl wanted to get through school and get
game: The bowl game, which was a job. We didn't do as much running
called the "Corn Bowl", was played around back then. I guess we were
at Illinois State University. Eastern pretty focused."
was a 7-2 conference winner that
Many of the team members also
year and was pitted against Illinois played ball in the service. In fact the
Wesleyan. The Panthers fell 6-0 in head coach of that team, Pat
· the game, but it still didn't dampen O'Brien, who is whom the current
· a fine season.
stadium is named, came back from
"We had a nice season, had a lot of the service, where he was a comsuccess, we came away conference mander in the Navy.
Staff writer
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Archway Skydiving Centre
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City Airport - Vandalia, IL
60 miles West of Campus
Exit 61 on 1-70
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~ONO~ONO~OUSE ~~we Deliver The Best Food In town-ALL DAY DELIVERY!
For your convenience, an additional phone line has been added.
Call today for:

Dine In, Carry Out and DELIVERY
GOOD LUCK
PANTHERS!

Ell)

I

Ell)

I

EXTENDED HOURS SUNDAY

•

I

Ell)

I

NOW OPEN
10- 10 SUNDAY

10 a.m.- 10 p.m.

Your support has made Hong Kong House
Charleston's #1 choice for Chinese Cuisine!

1-800-344-47641

Ell) I

1348-5941lor1345-34481
1505 18th St. Charleston

Tues.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.; Fri. and Sat. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.; Sun. 10-10 p.m. Closed Mon.

_:>o_: ~t~p!t~r~::::.::~s!/~9:. _.J
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The married players that came
back from the service lived in a trailer court owned by the university,
consisting of.60 to 70 trailer homes,
which was located between the present Lantz and McAfee gyms. Many
single men that came back from the
service joined fraternities, simply so
they would have a place to stay, said
Stivers.
Stivers said the biggest change in
the game is the creation of specialty
teams, and separate offensive and
defensive units.
"I always get a laugh when an
announcer observes that a defensive
unit has been on the field a long
time," said Stivers. "When you
played offense, you played defense
too, except for maybe the quarterback. If you made a bad play on
offense you had to get right back out
there and play defense."
Stivers said he doesn't think that
with the creation of separate offensive and defensive teams players of
today have lost any dedication, any
intensity, or that they are any less
tough.
But he did add that the games
today are played much faster,
because players are able to rest on
the sidelines, and return to the
game refreshed.
"The game is faster now, stress
the individual more, it's really a different ballgame," said Stivers. "But
like everything, with new technology, better coaching, and better facilities, the game is bound to improve."

Ell)

Simply Blimpie For
Fresh Sliced Subs
430 W. Lincoln • 345-7827 • 10:30 - 10:00

I
I.

HOMECOMING SPECIALS. .. I
$1.00 Jumbo Drafts & Roes Shots I.

$2.00 Jumbo Triple Shot Mixers

·CLUB NIGHT ALTERNATIVE
V Rock & Las~~ Light Show

I

Kevin Kramer

V
I

y-------Qp~A~~R;~~~~ -------y

J .'!"/ Roe's Build Your J
J Own ~1~~~~!e~:_ry Bar J
t Shadoobee y
•()Cl

1(JCI

,.

111

1(1£1

l(JCI

NOW WE DELIVER! Min. order $5.00
No coupons or preferred customer cards are valid on delivery orders

SUBS
COLDS

SALADS _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
6"

Blimpie Best.. ..............................................2..89
Roast Beef ................ ··············· ...................2..89
Tuna (Dolphin Safe) ·······:··························-2..69
Club (Ham, Turkey, & Swiss) .......................2.69
Turkey ..........................................................2.69
Ham & Swiss ...............................................2.39
Ham, Salami & Provolone ...........................2.39
Cheese Trio .................................................2.39

HOTS

6"

Roast Beef American ...................................3.19
Italian Style Meatball ...................................2.59
Tuna Melt .....................................................2.99
Pastrami ......................................................2.89
Steak & Cheese...........................................3.19
Corned Beef ................................................2.89
Mesquite Grilled Chicken .............................2.49

Ft. Long
4 99
·
4.99
4.79
4.79
4.79
4.49
4.49
4.49

Ft. Long
5.29
4.59
4.99
4.99
5.29
4.99
4.59

VALUE MENU~-----=--~

6"BLT ........................................................... 1.59
3"Tuna ...........................................................99
3" Ham ............................................................99
Veggie Pocket. ................................................99

3.18

SPECIALS - - - - - - - - = - - = -

Mini-meal (3".Soda,Chips & Cookie .......................... 2.49
Combo -(6"Bigger Bite, Soda & Chips) .....................4.99

..

Seafood Salad .............................................3.49
Chef or Tuna Salad ....................................2.99
Tossed Green ..............................................1.99
Turkey ..........................................................2.99
Antipasto ......................................................3.19
Mesquite Grilled Chicken .............................3.29

LITES (under 300 calories)

Pita

Seafood & Crab ...........................................3.19
Roast Beef ...................................................2.89
Turkey ..........................................................2.69
Ham & Swiss ...............................................2.39
Club .............................................................2.69

EXTRAS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
Soup/Chilli ..... :........................................99 1.69
Chips ..............................................................55
Sodas .................................................79 .89 .99
Pickles...................................slice .25 whole .79
Cookie or Brownie ..........................................49
Cinnamon Roll ................................................79

CATERING - - - - - - - - = = - =

3 Ft. Subs ........................... ~....................................39.95
6 Ft. Subs .................:..............................................69.95
Party Trays .................................................Call For Price

All Blimpies are Dressed With Tomaioes, Lettuq_e,
Onions, Oregano, and Oil and Vinegar at No Extra Cost
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olleyball team fighting
for final playoff position c:7\:isa rt y 's
WELCOME BACK ALUMNI!

Vanessa Wells.(109 digs)
over the last four matches.
"Consistent contributions
from them are always welcome," Ralston said. "Like
everyone, they have the talent. We just need solid performances."
As for the Huskies, Ralston is remaining_ realistic in
Kim Traub
their chances.
''We think we can take at
least a game from them," Ralston said. "It will
get us closer to our eventual goal of beating
them. We'd like to play solid."
Ralston believes, though, that it won't do
the Lady Panthers any good beating Northern
Saturday if they eventually have to face them
in the Mid-Con tournament.
"Northern will only lose about one conference game a season," Ralston said. "It's no
good to get them pumped up now, especially
when they can tum up the after burners on a
team at any given moment. They have that
kind of talent pool."
Which is why Ralston said she would prefer
seeing the Huskies easily dispose of secondplace Wright State in tonight's Mid-Con showdown in DeKalb for first place in the conference.
"Honestly, I want t6 see Wright State get
wiped out," Ralston said. "It would be to .our
benefit if Northern sweeps Wright State
because we're up next. I don't want to see
them hyped up when they play us."
But a victory over the Westerwinds is still
the focus.
"We need this win, bottom line," Ralston
said. "If we want to make our chances of getting into the tournament easier, we have to
beat Western."
·

Eastern Volleyball coach Betty Ralston
knows that every remaining Mid-Continent
conference game is vital to her Lady Panthers'
ances in the race for the fourth spot in the
conference tournament.
And when the Lady Panthers, who are currently tied for fifth place in the Mid-Con with
Illinois-Chicago, hit the road this weekend for
pair of Mid-Con showdowns with Western
Illinois and Northern Illinois, they will be running on high hopes.
Eastern (8-12, 5-4) will travel to Macomb
Friday night to face the Westerwinds (11-7, 63), who handed Eastern a four-game defeat in
McAfee Gym on Oct. 2. Then it will be on to
DeKalb for a Saturday night contest with the
st-place Huskies (16-4, 9-0).
But to keep things in perspective, Ralston
and her Lady Panthers understand the task at
hand.
"We know what we have to do," Ralston
said. "We know that we have to come home
with at least a win against Western. We've
en having some good practices this week
and we just have to be ready to win."
Ralston will look to the continued leadership of seniors Kim Traub (191 kills, 123 digs)
and Amy Van Eekeren (690 assists, 237 digs),
who became Eastern's all-time assist leader
this past weekend, and junior Kaaryn Sadler
(289 kills, 299 digs).
"We need our leaders to perform up to their
expectations," Ralston said. "They've been
playing solid for us. But we need them to step
up."
Ralston has also seen improvements from
junior Sherri Piwowarczyk (166 kills, 130 digs)
and freshmen Shannon Casey (177 digs) and

Warriors' guard to 111iss season
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) Golden State Warriors guard
Tim Hardaway will be out for
the season after injuring his
left knee on Thursday during
a practice session at the
Oakland Coliseum Arena.
Hardaway, who averaged
21.5 points and 10.6 assists
last se.a son, tore the anterior
cruciate ligament and injured lateral structures in
his left knee, the team said.
The damage was revealed in
an MRI test Thursday afternoon.
Observers at the practice
session said the 6-foot
Hardaway had to be carried
off the court.

"This is a hard hit to take,"
Warriors coach Don Nelson
said.
"There's no doubt losing
Timmy creates a new challenge for us."
Last season Hardaway
was the only player in the
NBA to aver.age more than
20 points and 10 assists,
becoming just the fifth player
in league history to accomplish that double in consecutive seasons.
He missed 16 games in .
March and April because of a
bruised right knee. Thenrookie Latrell Sprewell filled
in.
Hardaway, 27, was the
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NTIC CHINESE RESTAURANT

i

112 mile from city on W. Rt. 16

Try O r All You Can Eat
Grand Buffet - Lunch & Dinner
Includes: 20 Item Salad Bar
and 12 Item Entrees

Lunch

Sunday Lunch

(Mon.-Sat.)

$4~50

$5.95

Weekday Dinner

Weekend Dinner

(Mon. -Thurs.)

(Frl.-Sun.)
Shrimp, Fish, Etc.

$6.95

W/Crab Legs

$7.95
$9.95

Daily Lunch Special $2.50
Dinner $4.50
Includes Soup or Egg Roll, Entree, Rice, Fortune Cookie

eRiNG"AD" F"o"R i
$1000Ff I
Buffet

I
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Good luck
Panthers!

14th player selected in the
1989 NBA draft out of TexasEl Paso. He is a three~time
All-Star and was recently
chosen as a member of the
1994 USA Basketball World
Championship Team.
The Warriors were sixth
last season in the Pacific
Division with a 34-48 record,
and the team has already
faced a setback this season
with the loss of 6-foot-5
guard Sarunas Marciulionis.
Marciulionis tore a ligament in his right knee during a pickup game and will
miss the season. He underwent surgery on the knee
Wednesday, the team said.

"Visit us before &.. after the game"
sandwich menu--ice cold

Uo ~etS
V3.'<'~ Bash the
Birds!

ONCE UPON A TIME ...

··········DOMINO'S

PIZZA
BRINGS THIS SPECIAL
BACK TO YOU!

2-12

One Topping Pizza

11

$8.88 FfJltN $8.88
677 Lincoln
Charleston

348-1626

Panther
Hotline

o .

GOOD/YEAR

n------,---------------,
Disc

1Front

Lube,
• Oil Filter
:
Change

1

Winter 1
: Flush & Fill 1
: · Check I
1

1 Brakes
I includes resurI facing rotors 1
up to 4
1 1nc1uc1n 1 Gal. Anti-Freeze I
I & Labor /Metaalic I - qtsJPennzoil . I · Exp. 1bt30/93 I
I Pads Extra
1 10w30 Most Cars 1
I
I Exp. 10/30/93 I
Exp.10/30/93
I . .
95 I
I
I
I
.
I
.I
59~~ ~ :
1 ~o~s ~ ~::checka:I
L - --- _ .__ - - - - - - .:i:i-.. ~-~~..... - -.:I

$.

$

$1295
_- __

.

24

Special Discount for EIU Students • Free Jnspections/W Oil Chan9e

r---------------,-------,

1 4 Wheel
1 Alignment
I Recommended forI front Wheel Drive
I
Cars
Exp. 10/30/93

:

1
I
I

I
I

Rotate &
Balance
4 Tires
Most Cars

Exp. 10130193

:I $44~r : $1·999
L

~~

I

1
1

Front End 1
Alignment 1
I
I
Exp. 10/30/93 - I

I Recommended for Rear
I
Wheel Drive Cars

I
I

:
I
.J

$26~~r :I
.

------- ------- ------- .J
.

Extra

.L

·

·owEN AUTOMOTIVE & TIRE
BY APPOINTMENT
(FORMERLY CLODFELDER'S
GOODYEAR)
417 MADISON, CHARL.ESTON, IL ,345-2130
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SoCc·e r team to start
Homecoming action
By JEFF GLADE

Associate sports editor
The busy Homecoming sports weekend
gets underway Friday afternoon at Lakeside
Field, as the soccer team takes on MidContinent Conference foe Valparaiso in a
3:00 p.m. match.
The early start is something that Panther
coach Cizo Mosnia feels may be an advant age for his squad this busy weekend.
"I don't r eally foresee any problems for us
because of H omecoming, but we have a big
be nefit in playing Friday," said Mosnia.
"Because of all the activities and pressures
on students to go out and do things we get to
go out and play before the weekend really
starts. Hopefully we'll stay focused for the
game and then afterward we can relax a little bit."
Focus is a big key for Mosnia as his team
takes on the Crusaders, as the Panthers
have been riding a roller coaster of consistency the past several games, highlighted by
last weekend's 10-1 pounding of IllinoisChicago - the highest offensive output by an
Eastern squad since 1987 - followed by a 2-0
shutout loss to Northern Illinois.
The game is also important to Eastern
because it currently sits at 2-3 in the MidCon and a win over struggling Valpo -which
comes in with a 2-10 overall record - would
bring them to the .500 mark with two conference "games remaining against conference
leader Wisconsin-Milwaukee and third place
Wisconsin-Green Bay.
"We're not taking them lightly and have

been working hard for this
game all week," said
Mosnia. "It's an important
game for us to get some
momentum going, but coming off this last weekend
I'm really not sure what to
expect from us.
"We really don't know
much about Valparaiso as a
Brad McTighe team, but looking at their
schedule and at their
record, they've been struggling and having
some problems of their own. What's encouraging for them is that they have someone
stepping up and beginning to score goals for
them - which gives us something else to
keep our eyes on."
Mosnia was speaking of the Crusaders'
Derek Woodward, who has registered five
goals and an assist in Valparaiso's last five
games.
Despite that personal charge, the
Crusaders won none of those games.
As for Eastern, Mosnia continues to look
for big games from the freshmen, including
Brad McTighe - who is the Mid-Con's second
leading scorer with 29 points (13 goals and 3
assists).
He's also hoping that junior Paul
Agyeman will finally break out with a big
game for the Parithers.
"Paul has been kind of dormant thus far,
but he is a player that is always capable of
stepping up and having a big game," said
Mosnia. "Maybe this will be his time to
break out and start scoring."

California schools
to grant Illore funds
to ·feillale athletes
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
- Women athletes in
California's state university system will be granted a
level playing field with
their male counterparts in
a legal settlement announced Thursday.
The California chapter
of the National Organization for Women had
sued the 20-university system in February, claiming
women weren't given
equal athletic opportunities or funding.
"The bottom line of this
agreement is that more
women will be participating in competitive sports,"
said Elizabeth Toledo,
president of California
NOW.
The California university system will create more
women's teams and provide female athletes with
more funding and scholarships by the 1998-99
school year.
The suit had been
scheduled for trial next
month.
Cal State Fresno presi-

~·strjke"

dent John Welty, who will
chair· a committee to monitor compliance, said the
settlement has the "wholehearted endorsement of
the California State University system."
Welty said he did not
know if the plan would
remove funding from
men's sports, including
expensive football programs, although the settlement does make allowances for differences in
cost.
He said each campus
likely will look at three
options to comply with the
settlement: adding women's sports, enlarging
existing squads, eliminating some men's sports.
"We recognize that we
are working in an area
where there are constrained resources," Welty
said.
.
Women make up an estimated 55 percent of the
CSU system's 34 7 ,000 students, while 30 percent of
the student athletes are
women.
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pm Burger -n- Brat Tent
8:00-11:00 pm Open House
·
Wine & Cheese
Music by Stephen Stack
Newman .C enter 9th & Lincoln

SUNDAY
11 :00 am and 4:30 pm Mass
Coleman Hall Auditorium Rm. 120
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Pizza Isn't All
We're Good At.

I

BREADSTICKS 5 Soft Dough
Breadsticks with Tangy Tomato
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EXTRACHiESEAddExtraCheese
toyourpizzaandgetanExtraGenerous portion of our choice
Mozzarella .... :.............. just 99¢
Offers expire Oct. 31, 1993.

DELIVERY HOUIS:

Monday-Friday, 4 p.m.-Midnight

S.turday at Sunday, N0011-Midnight

~_
________

Prnent coupon when paying.

~

Warbler Group Photos
Oct. 25-29

Warbler Individual Portraits
Oct. 25 - Nov. 5
Sign Up for Individual Portraits Today, Monday &
Tuesday at the sign-up table outside the Sugar Shack
in the University Union 8:00 to 4:00
Pictures to be taken mthe Sullivan Room -3rd Floor, University Union
For More Information call: Mike Hester at 581-2812 or 581-6550

By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer

The curtain is closing on the
women's tennis season, but one
more road trip awaits this weekend.
This time, the Lady Panthers
travel to Louisville, Ky., in which
they are scheduled to participate in
the Louisville Invitational Tournament.
According to team members, this
tournament will test their ability to
compete against quality schools.
The teams scheduled to compete
this weekend are the University of
Cincinnati, Murray State, Middle
Tennessee State, Moorehead State,
Cleveland State, Western Kentucky
University, Eastern and the host
University of Louisville.
Coach John Ross realizes the
competition will be stiff, but he
feels his team is up for the challenge.
"The girls, as well as myself, are
really looking forward to going
down (to Louisville)," said Ross.
"Louisville is the biggest tennis program that this school has ever
faced, so that makes this tournament even more special."
·
Ross also knows that his team
may not be well-known for tennis,
but he hopes to dispel that image.
"We want to show those teams
that we can play, and that we're not
one of those 'rinky-dink' schools,"
said Ross.
Theresa Ramage, the lone senior
on this year's squad, hopes the
team ends the season on a good
note.
"This is a good tournament to

wrap up the season," said Ramage . .
"This tournament might offer the
best competition that we have faced
so far, but I feel it will be just as
tough as the (Mid-Continent) conference tournament."
Ramage also added that "anyone
can do well, so we are looking for
upsets."
Junior Samantha Wulfers noted
that against the majority of this
year's opponents, Eastern has been
the favorite.
But this weekend they will be in
a different position - the underdogs.
"All of our tournaments we've
played, we have been expected to
win," said Wulfers. "It's nice that
this is a different situation for us,
so now we can actually play without
any pressure."
·
Since Eastern will be playing
tough opponents, such as L_ouisville
and Cincinnati, you would think
there might be a slight hint of
intimidation.
Try explaining that theory to
junior Melissa Welch.
"We aren't intimidated by our
opponents at all," said Welch. "If we
feel intimidated, then we won't win.
We anticipate a challenge, so we are
looking forward to it."
Injury-wise, the Lady Panthers
are in excellent shape.
After sitting out the Illinois
Wesleyan match due to a torn
achilles tendon, sophomore Kristy
Sims will be back in action after
suffering the injury.
With Sims back in the lineup,
R~ss repo,rts th!,t all ~f h}a .~am i ,
"healthy-and ready to play.~

***************** '
Cruise Night
"Best Prices In Town!"

Oct. 26 Only!
6-9pm Only!

!*

Bus Trips

Shopping or Traveling
St. ~uis - Nov. 27 $19.00
. Chicago - Dec. 11 $25.00

Spring Break

South Padre - $152.00 PIP
Air Only $20.00 deposit at time of reservation.

Charleston Travel

t*

!*.

*
**
*

301 West Lincoln, Charleston**

' '

Scare the #/@&%
out of your friendsl_<
with a

345-7731

*****************
105 W. Lincoln
_34_5_-7_71_1_

l!ai .

open ti/ 3 p.m.
Cany-out and Delivery

Fd.-Sat.

•

Only

r----------------------,
Orie Medium 1-Topping Pizza
$7.99
One Additional Medium Cheese Pizza

$3.99

(Delivery or Dine-in)
Not valid with any other offer
Expires 1112193

~
~

;uot.

L----------------------~
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BaaPersa•al
$5 for 15 ~in tombstone artvJorks

Name:

~~~~~~~~~-

Phone: ---------
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•Ad Match•
•Stamps•
• Money Orders •
• Xerox Service •
• Open- 24 Hours •
Coupons for Food
• tamps Accepte •

er's

cWESTSIDE SUPER SAYEO

One Upo A T·me
at Wi b Walke 's:.

.

•

Our thanks to the community for your support of 28 years serving the
Charleston area. All three Walker's Super Food Stores vow to continue
to serve and grow with the Coles County Area. Join in our celebration
at all three Walker's Super Food Stores with these Anniversary Specials!
We will continue our EVERYDAY LOW PRICING and our
AD MATCH -PROGRAM. Prices good thru October 24, 1993.

Coke or Pe
$4.93

•

St

24Pk.
2 Liter

77¢

ROSES

Football Mums

1 Dozen Vased
or
2 Dozen Packaged

with Silver-Grey Bow

Medium Stemmed

. ._

Football Mum
Corsages

S-weetheart Roses
ll
1 Dozen Vased

When We Say We Ad
Match Competitor's Prices

WE DOI.I

or

i. leach
White with Silver-Grey Bow
order corsages early

2 Dozen Packaged

Florist Available
Monday-Friday
1 to 5
Saturday
10 to 5

each

COLES COUNTY
LOW PRICE LEADER
FOR OVER 50 YEARS!

Place Your Orders
During.
Floral Shop
Hours

There are many different measurements of how slimy a person is, ladies and
gentlemen. For us at the Verge, the measure of a scum bag usually is doing things
worse than us.
But this week, the actions of the Vergesuper-scum bag-loser-of-the-week awardwinner go far beyond anything a rational
person would do. That man is Efraim Turban, a business professor who was
accused of sexually harassing and settled
out of court with Janet Francis-1..aribee.
Turban, even if he wasn't in Lumpkin,
would be considered a piece of dirt.
The evidence? The one-inch thick, too
hot to handle, to cold to hold, in-thesweaty-hands-of-every-member-of-theFacultY-Senate Dunn report. It runs down
how Eastern bungled the case, and also
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details what Turban
did to get in this
untidy situation.
To the readers,
we present this as
why we think Turban should get the
Verge's celebratory
smack upside the
melon:
Efraim Turban
•On Page 8 of
the report, Francis-Laribee stated that
Turban told her that he was "sexually very
active" could "satisfy any woman."
• Also on Page 9, Laribee states Turban called her boyfriend a "skirt chaser."
(Talk is Cheap note: That last statement is the pot calling the kettle black.)
• On Page 33, it states that in a draft

°Ti<A.,..
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response of Turban's response to the
harassment charge, he said he would have
never slept with Francis-Laribee because
she had slept with a black man and Turban did not want to risk getting AIDS.
• Also, in Francis-1..aribee's affirmative
action complaint she claims Turban said if
they were not sexual partners that he
would not co-author a textbook with her.
Why do we take Francis-1..aribee's word
over Turban's? Because she is the person
who won the harassment case by getting
a settlement in her favor.
Now in the waning moments of this
four-year saga, the Faculty Senate has
been protesting against Francis-Laribee,
the victim in this situation.
Why are they hassling the victim?
Because she got tenure in her settlement.

Members of the Faculty Senate think
getting tenure is unfair' and tha
shouldn't be part of the settlement.
Wah.
Do you know what we think is
We think it's unfair that students h
have to be taught by some of the
hers of the Faculty Senate.
We at the Verge cannot stoma
members of the Faculty Senate bald one of them. They make our
flare.
So I guess we can make the Ve
super-scum bag-loser-of-the-week award
dual honor - the Faculty Senate and
bad Efraim Turban.
Oh, and everyone, have a nice H
coming.
Kick a punt or something.
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TAP DANCE
Beginning Teen
and Adult

Class starts
Oct. 28
Jacqueline Bennett
Dance Center

345-7182

AllS'BelOM6pm

Downtown Mattoon • 258-8228

Michael ..I. Fox

~

For Love

Beverly
-Or Money Hillbill1es
A
JIM

Choice
Comedy.
'PG"

~

~~

VARNEY,..
CLORIS
~
LEACHMAN
A UNIYIRSAL llllElEAR

FRVSAT NIGHT 4:45, 7:15, I 9:15
SATtSUN MATINEE 2:00 PM
SUN TO THURS 4:45 & 7:15

C1~i:itl

lffil II

6'.4 .

WHY PLAY GAMES WHEN
YOU CANNOT LOSE WITH
THESE WINNING SPECIALS!

FRVSAT NIGHT 5:00, 7:00, 9:00
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:30
SUN TO THURS NIGHT 5:00 & 7:00

JERRY'S PIZZA

3 .

~PUB
345-2844

Downtown Mattoon • 258-8228

SEAN ASTIN
FROM THE
CRF.Aro~OF'I> ... ~~
"Hoosm~"

Now Soow1,.,,G!

MALICE

Alec Baldwin
Nicole Kidman l!Y

~'l.....J

._,I

AT THE CORNER OF 4TH & LINCOLN

FRI/SAT NIGHT 4:30, 7:00, & 9:30
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 PM SUN TO THURS 4:30 & 7:00

2 LARGE SINGLE
INGREDIENT PIZZAS

STALLDN: SNIP:S

$16.00

NIGHTLY 7:00 & 9:15
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 P.M.

Now S11ow1,.,,G%

RICHARD GERE
LENA OLIN

MR.JONE~
NIGHTLY 7:15 & 9:30
SATtSUN MATINEE 2:30 P.M.

,.

'

D:MDLITIDN
MAN
~~~·-

A Comedy
Inspired by the
First Jamaican
Bobsled Team

[BJ

FRI/SAT NIGHT 5:00, 7:30, I 9:45
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:30 P.M.
SUN TO THURS NIGHT 5:00 & 7:30

FRVSAT NIGHT 4:45, 7:15, 9:15
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:15 P.M.
SUN TOTHUftS NIGHT 4:45 & 7:15

r-LARGESINGLE_T_sMALLsiN'GL"E--1
I INGREDIENT PIZZA I INGREDIENT PIZZA & I
QT. OF COKE
I
I & QT. OF COKE I

I

$7.95

I

$5.95

I

~----------+-----------~
1
SMALL TWO
1

1
LG. TWO
I INGREDIENT PIZZA
I & QT. OF COKE
$9.25
I

I INGREDIENT PIZZA & I
I
QT. OF COKE
I
I
$6.95
I

L----------...Li-----------.J

Midnight _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Although the crowds vary in
size from a few to a mob,
music lovers maintain the same
anxious attitude.
"Usually, people come (to
the midnight release party) with
a group of three to four people," Johnson said.
Junior English major Jason
Vignone said he went to the
Pearl Jam Midnight Madness
sale with four of his friends
because he thought it would be
more fun. He added he ended
up leaving after about 15 minutes because of the long length
of the line.
But Pearl Jam's jamming of
the record stores was an exception to the usual rule of midnight releases.
"We have a midnight sale
every Monday night, usually
averaging 50 to 60 people,"
Eliott said. "This Monday we
had about 200.
"I almost got knocked down
when I opened the door."

~

From Page 1 C
said. "They're just afraid that it
will sell out."
Ian Shepherd of Street Side
Records, 617 E. Green St.,
Champaign, said it allows the
store to get the merchandise to
the consumers immediately.
"Legally, Tuesdays are the
release date for a CD - for
example, Pearl Jam's release
date of "Five Against One" was
set for Tuesday, Oct. 19,"
Shepherd said. "At 12 a.m.
Monday becomes Tuesday, so
we try
,, to sell it as fast as -we
can.
Even with the midnight
sales, stores have found that
loyal fans will flock from far
away to get an opportunity to
be one of the first to own the
newest CD.
"It was a complete zoo - we
sold about 250 copies (of "Five
Against One") in one hour,"
Shepherd said. "It was a mess,
it was amazing."

~
Community fights
to save ketchup

COWNSVILLE (AP) - Holy
condiments! Anticipation or not,
residents of this southwestern Illinois town say there's no time to
wait when it comes to fixing their
beloved landmark - a huge
ketchup bottle.
The bottle-shaped water tower .
has been prominent on
Collinsville's skyline for nearly 50
years. But the red-and-white
striped tower is showing its age it's rusting and the word "tangy"
is barely visible on the "Brooks
Tangy Catsup" label.
"It wouldn't be Collinsville
without it," said Judy DeMoisy, a
resident who's been helping with
fund-raising efforts to save the
ketchup bottle.

Naked burglar
avoids-police

ANDREW VERCOUfEREN/ Senior photographer

(Left) &ott Pollard, senior industrial technology major, inspects
his new Pearl Jam CD outside of Positively Fourth Street
Records, while a line of customers wait in the background.
(Above) Kirby Johnson, a junior economics major (behind
counter, left), and Drew Davis, a graduate student in economics
(behind counter, right), serve some of the more than 100 customers coming into the store for the Midnight Madness sale.

. CALUMET CITY (AP) - The
burglar didn't want to be identified when he broke into a
Calumet City home, so he took
off his clothes.
The bandit in the buff climbed
through an apartment window
and startled the woman inside in more ways than one. She told
police the man told her he was
naked because so she couldn't
identify him by his clothing.
The 36-year-old woman told
police the burglar grabbed her
and slapped her face as she tried
to get out of her apartment, but
he had only stealing in rrlind.

ith technology, artists d;o,n,'t know to~shut ,up

.
4& or ~.O !11,int~!~~ <
Joel ushered m the compact disc ~ra - oofotEt sound quality suffered. But musihen "52nd Street" became the first cians now know they can ramble on for
mmercially available pop CD.
75 minutes or so on CD. Janet Jackson's
So it's ironic that Joel is among a new album clocks in at a bloated 75:23
owing number of people concerned with 27 songs listed, although many are
t one of the big advantages of CDs - just snippets of conversation.
Prince's last album had 18 songs and
e ability to stuff more music onto an
than a vinyl record - is becoming a finished at four seconds under 7 5 minutes. Terence Trent D'Arby seemed to
"I'm from the old school," Joel said. try everything on his 65-minute comeA (vinyl) album is the right amount of back album.
me, unless you're so good that you
The temptation to s+r-e-t-c-h afflicts
both the old and new. The Kinks' new
't get enough."
Truth be told, many new albums today "Phobia" lasted 71:46 and Irish rockers
e simply too long. Artists don't know Black 47's debut album contained more
en to shut up.
than 69 minutes of music.
When vinyl wa.s kin'g, ~lbums could . While lel)gjhy alb1.1ms have a storied
~
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plac~ , in rock ~istory, :lik~ th~ Beatles: ,'~ ~~ed a forpiat that;.w~.-enable him

White Album, most simply cry out for a ·to listen to Beethoven s Ninth Symphony
strong-willed editor.
without interruption - about 74 minutes.
"I think one of the most brilliant
Inventors settled on a length of about
records last year was 'Kiko' by Los 75 minutes. Compact discs can be
Lobos," said singer-songwriter Marc stretched to about 80 minutes, but with
Cohn. "I think one of its great weakness- the extra few minutes comes a risk that
es was that it had too many songs. It some machines' lasers would have trouwould have been ultimately a stronger hie picking up the extra music, he said.
record with two or three less tunes." At
But record companies began enticing
the time of the compact disc's invention, people to buy CDs by including bonus
technicians were virtually free to make tracks that weren't available on record or
the CD any length they wanted. They ini- cassette.
tially settled on a 60-minute time limit,
"The whole concept of what is an
said Marc Finer, formerly product com- album anymore with the new technology
munications manager at Sony Corp ., is still unanswered," Joel said. His new
which helped develop the technology.
"River of Dreams" album has 10 songs
But Sony's president, Norio Ohga, and is 49:19 long.

'
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GREAT MEXICAN
FOOD
• Sandwiches • Mexican Food
• Beer and Wine • Homemade Desserts
• Dinners
• Freshly Baked fviuffins

'Try Our 'Dai{y 13realifast Specia{s
7th and Madison
( 1 Block North of the Square)

345-7427
.•otthe.•·W:f1ekend · · · · · · · · · · ·•·•· · ·•·• . ••••••••••··•·•·::•••••••;rn•••• ....::?Hi :: :• • • • • • . .• ·• •••••:: :

NOW OPEN!
Hours 11 :00 am - 2:30 am

Everyday

"Burritos As Big ils Your Head!"®
We satisfy when the bars can't
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WARNING: THIS REVIEW CONTAINS WORDS AND THEMES
THAT COUID EASILY BE CONSIDEKED OFFENSIVE BY SOME STUDENTS AND MOST CLERGY.
He's Fartman. He's a posterboy for the
Rrst Amendment. He's rude, obnoxious
and sensational. He's a best-selling
author?
Some might find it hard to believe, but
Howard Stem has not only waded out into
the fray of celebrity authors, but he has
actually provided an interesting and funny
book that will attract the fans of his daily
radio show as well as hordes of curioosity
seekers.
"Private Parts," the 446-page Simon
and Schuster release hit the stands two
weeks ago, and it immediately set a record
as the fastest selling book in the company's history.
With the cover photo
of Stem standing naked
covered only by robes
and the title bar of his
book and several exam-

on his wife of 15 years, and never
will, but feels that allowing his Id
to run amuck for a couple hours
a day allows both him and his
listeners an opportunity to
experience things that they
otherwise would miss.
Stem's fascination with !esbians stems from one of
his earliest radio jobs
where he featured his
own version of the dating game for his listeners.
The game went
over so well that he
reGeived letters from the
gay community to
expand the game to
include same sex relationship.

A big plus for this book is the lack
of a ghostwriter. This is pure
Howard Stem, no imitations or
subtractions from the caustic wit
and dirty mind of the man who
may soon have more court
cases than listeners.
LESBIANS, LESBIANS,
LESBIANS
If sex sells, then Howard
Stem takes lesbians to the
bank.

Within the first chapter,
there are no less than
three stories from actual
callers concerning their
encounters with lesbian
sex. Having always been a
part of his radio show,
Stem probably figured that
I es bi ans

chapter, which deals entirely with lesb'
subtitled "Va-Gina Girl." This chapter n
only recounts a woman named Gina'
recent lesbian encounter, but features
photos that the caller sent into Stem'
radio show.
"No one who hears these stories on
air ever thinks the girls are good looking
Well, now I have proof. Now for the
time in publishing history you can look
her picture while you read her story,
writes Stem to defend his running of
risque photos.
DON'T RICK WITH STERN!
Sex is not the only facet to Ho
Stern's personality, he also employs a
stinging wit to level friends and foes ·
on his show and in his book.
Among the people who feel Stem'
wrath are Roseanne and Tom Arnold,
Arsenio Hall, Larry King, Sinead O'Connor and Chevy Chase.
Of the latter, h
comments that Chevy
Chase will have start
his own late-night
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chalk the book's quick .
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success up to sensational..
ism and expect to see the book quickly would be just the trick to
flounder and sink. But "Private Parts" hook readers and keep
offers surprises at every tum of the page.
them turning the pages
"Private Parts" chronicles the life and through the stories of
times of Howard Stem and his quest to his youth.
become a radio personality. The usual
· Stem retells the erotbanter about parents is counterbalanced ic adventures to illusby small boxes set into the text _where trate one of the serStem's parents are allowed to explain their vices that he feels his
sides of some of the stories their contro- show provides, inforversial son tells.
mation to inform and
This approach to equalizing the often entertain.
inflated-sounding biography is one of the
Qne his selling
reasons that this book is not the usual stilt- points on the moral
ed crap that self-possessed celebrities usu- character of both
ally hire writers to help them "craft" in him and his show
order to tell the stories of their usually bor- is that he has
ing lives.
never cheated
~

atmsl!&~\11!

no ms

· ·r

Chase's glaring lack
a sense of humor
Stern immedi- provide him with with lots of material.
.atelyAook :fh¥ 1sug.:.".· · . Another example of Stem's wra
gestion .and created i ·dea.lS: 'With his.1tre<:itment of a Haitian
the lesbian dating woman who calls his show and tells
game. He figured she doesn't want to live in this co
that
lesbians . anymore. Stem's approach is bitter
would be easier logical. He offers to buy her a ticket
for his listeners to to Haiti on the condition that she lea
accept and later her color television, car and go back to her
made male/male "Godforesaken Haiti" that very evening.
dating games.
This is not a book for the squeamish.
One of the There are no talking animals, no thinlymost unusual veiled messages on how to live your life or
sections
of tips on how to get red wine out of a
Stern's book blouse by rubbing it with club soda. This·
rev o Ives satire - humor and angst at its highest
around the level, things that the American publi
s e c o n d seems to have forgotten about.

~

Rent-A-Car
C&M VIDEO

BAR ALTERNATIVE
HAPPY HOUR

at C&M VIDEO

Festiva

,'

.
$

-·.,1' ,

'ofr·'. :.
-OFF

EVERY . RENTAL ·
•Most Major Credit Cards Accepted
•Low Rates Include Proper Insurance
•Rent By The Day Or Week

345-3673
Monday.:Saturday
8am-5pm

Mooney Motors

_ _ _ Of Charleston _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Monday - Wednesday
9 p.m. - midnight
Saturday Night Live's Chris Rock stars in this hilarious spoof of rap stars and life
in the hip-hop fast lane, featuring Chris Elliott, Phil Hartman and Allen Payne.

YIDCO
'Ifie 'Best Sliow In 'Town

•
440 W. Lincoln Charleston 348-7700
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TheBODEANS

n the road

at

The University of Illinois
Champaign-Urbana
Friday, November 5

ew EP captures the real Drovers
For the fortunate few who release, fans were left wonderended the Drovers show at ing if the change in staff would
e Dungeon Thursday night, result in a detrimental change
ngratulations on having the in the performances.
te and foresight to see the
But The Drovers proved
st stage show in the Mid- able to overcome-that obstast. For those who didn't, cle, and now with the more
re is still hope.
.
recent departure of horn playSince the release of their er and percussionist Winston
91 debut "World of Mon- Damon, the band has slimmed
rs," The Drovers have been down to only four members,
ded as Chicago's, and per- placing Drovers audips the country's, best ences in a similar
igned band.
-quandary.
The Chicago quartet who
Recording of the
st garnered attention with "Kill Mice Elf" EP
ir appearance in the Ron took place withard film "Backdraft" have out Damon,
been steadily yet fans can
mounting rest
easy
a some- knowing that
w h a t same charismatic
grass - spark that makes
r o o t s the Drovers so diverse
publicity is alive and well.
The four song EP. "Kill Mice
c a m paign.
Elf" features four (of the many)
' And very different musical facets of
it has The Drovers.
paid off
The title track is a drifting,
with the fantasy foray into a world of
band be- depression, devotion and love
ing awarded unrequited . Technically, the
e Critics' Choice Best song stands on a syncopated
signed Band of last year's progression of minor chords
·cago Music Awards as well that envelope the listener in a
selling over 8,000 copies of fog of hopelessness as tangible
orld" throughout the South, as the quicksand of emotions it
st and Midwest regions of depicts.
country through an indeThe ballad feadent distributor.
tures the guest talents of vocalist
However, those copwere not sold solely
Yvonne Bruner of
Big Hat , as well
the strength ef
·recor'Clirig '
tis"the cetlo Ptaying
e
ne. The true esof Eric Remscneider,
ce of The Drovers
who recently recorded with the Chicagon only be experibased sleepers Smashced by watching
em on stage . Now,
ing Pumpkins.
Ith the immine nt
"She ' s as Pretty as
lease of their EP
Brian Jones Was" also
·u Mice Elf," The
plays off swirling tribal
overs have finally
melodies and vaguely
tured their live enerMike
Celtic din that makes a
on tape.
Kirkpatrick
surprisingly smooth
"Kill Mice Elf" also
segue into almost an
es the problem of continu- African rhythm coupled with
between who appears on Indian overtone s in the
albums and who,is actually melody.
of the band. ije~s~ o.f . ·,'· :fbis js __perhaps one of
ges in the Drovers linffilp;, ·the b~st ~P.e.dmens of
th "The Drovers Live" and the complete band .
orld of Monsters" albums Every member shines
fleeted the sounds of the as equally unique, while
d that had already changed at the same time prothe release date.
viding a link to a single,
The prime example of this cohesive piece.
From the rhythm batuation can be heard on
orld of Monsters." "World" tery of bass player/lead vocala showcase for the talents ist Dave Callahan and drumKathleen Keane. However, mer Jackie Moran comes the
en the longtime flu - brooding mood. Using acout/vocalist le ft the ba nd stic-electric bass to fill in the
media tely following its spaces between the steady

pounding of the giant, dampened bass drum and toms reminiscent of echoing, hollowed
logs, they lay down a velvety,
crushing beat. ·
Guitarist Mike Kirkpatrick
controls the mantra of 12string chords that become the
playground for the fiddle of
Sean Cleland, whose piercing
wails become
nothing less
than magic.
Together, they
create something that
can only
be
called
primally
elemental.
"Thanks
for the Ring " is
reverse in The
Drovers
gearbox. Callahan and Kirkpatrick pair up
with only a guitar for rhythm,
and harmonize a light air of
lovers who walk their separate
ways. The lyrics are subtlety
sarcastic, but -never disguise·
the sly' devilish grin of good
naturedness. The chorus alone
could insinuate itself into the
most bitter, stone hearted soul
with a dancing ray of hope.
"Spilled" comes directly
from the diaries of the
obsessed. It is a cold account
of the emptiness involved in a
one-sided love affair that plods
thtough__a_th.r.ee_.P.Qct .dir.g.e._

Foellinger Auditorium Tickets S 15.50
Charge by phone: 217-333-5000
Questions: 217-333-5000

ONCE UPON A TIME ...

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
BRINGS THIS SPECIAL
BACK TO YOU!

2-12

$8.88
677 Lincoln
Charleston

FRIDAY
ONLY

1

Sean
Cleland

- Art by Rich Bird

Large Thin Single lte.m
& Qt. of Coke
For the .Low Price of

$7.95plus
taxUnless Stated
Not valid with any other offer
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
2 am on Weekends

.345_3-400--

"Once Upon a ·Time"
The Panthers Beat The Redbirds
and Defeat was Sweet!!

•

Expires 10/26/93
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Students...
Faculty...

{ Our VISION CARE }
}

)
..

PROGRAM.
:'.:'. Administration..• :.:_.:
••BONUS!!•• ..
First Replacement : :

Welcome Back
Alumni!

Panther
Hotline

Pagliai's Pizza
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intef'Jse', hlusical gtindirig,· and
lyrical anger culminating in an
invitation for the object of
desire to "Take as long as you
like, I don't mind. "
Even a half-hearted listening
will leave chills up the spine.
The comparisons range
from Beatles (early, as well as
late) and the Stones, to the
Pouges. They have been classified as Rock n ' Reel , Celtidelic- Shamrock-Pop and
Alternative-Rock-Pop-with-aGreatful-Dead-groove, -deeplyrooted-in-the-traditional-Irish-beat. But
there h~s yet to be
• a E:Or,pparison
or a monicker
that full y encompasses the
scope
and
range of The Drovers.
They ' re don ' t
just play.
They amaze.

$8.88

348• 1626

LensFREE

..

Staff...

..

(exclude• apccialty lcnac•> (

ARE ALL ELIGIBLE :~:
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Let us help you look
your t>est this
Homecoming Weekend!
Stylists: Lee Ann, Joyce, Mindi,
Shelia, Libby, Sandi

One Topping Pizza

11

610 W. Lincoln • ·charleston
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Three events offer spice
to traditional weekend
Tarble to spotlight Japanese art
tional Japanese art and theater.
The prints show a number of different
Homecoming gatherings are not the only scenes, ranging from floral scenes to Samuactivities open to students and visitors this rai warriors to Kabuki actors. Folk tales,
ghost stories and literature from that time
weekend.
Those craving a change of pace from the period are also represented in the pieces.
According to informational cards at
traditional get-togethers of Homecoming can
visit the Tarble Art Center. A collection of the exhibit, the woodblock prints
Japanese woodblock prints will be on display were made by Japanese artists
this weekend at the H. Ogden Brainard who drew the pictures on a speGallery in Tarble, and a program on the tra- cial tracing paper.
That paper was laid on top
ditions of the Japanese kimono will be
shown at 2 p.m. Sunday.
of a block of cherry wood
l{le 32 pieces featured in the woodblock where the picture was gouged
exhiblrwere brought to the Tarble Arts Cen- into the wood, and a printer
ter as part of the Changing Exhibits pro- was then used to print the
gram, said Michael Watts, director of the picture onto the paper.
Tarble Arts Center.
Some other examples of
"The goal of the Tarble Arts Center has exhibits that were offered to
been to offer changing exhibitions featuring students this year include convarious areas of art for students since its temporary calligraphy and paintname wa&:.chanQ~d fipm,tbe Paul J. Sqrgent il)g from the People's Republic of
Gallery
1950," Watts.said. "Since that China, a solo 'exhibit featuring the mixed
time, the tarble Arts 'tehfet has"offered a ' rrieCJ1a ·warks 'ot'Anita 'Jung, and the 1993
number of genres of art, both local and Faculty Art Exhibit. Students also have the
across the state and country."
opportunity to have their own art work disAccording to a Tarble Arts Center press played in an annual student exhibition.
"This year we are trying to integrate as
release, the prints are of the "ukiyo-e style."
Ukiyo-e style refers to prints made between many cultures as possible to our exhibitions
1603-1867, during Japan's self-imposed iso- and programs," Watts said. "By showing the
lation period. This term came into- use woodblock display, we are attempting to _
because many of the subjects used for wood- appeal to some of our foreign students."
block prints were considered taboo to tradiA number of Japan's best-known woodBy BRIAN HUCHEL

in
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block print artists are represented in the
exhibit. More than more than 12 different
artists are represented in the exhibition.
The woodblock print exhibition was organized by guest curator David Culkin, the
director of leisure studies at Eastern and a
collector of woodblock prints.
A exhibition gallery talk aimed
at explaining woodblock print
art and the various exhibition
pieces themselves will be
given by Culkin at 7 p.m.
Friday
Nov. 3 in the Tarble Arts
• Brothers By Cho'
Center. Admission to the pre1412 Broadway,
sentation and the exhibition
•
Black Greek Step
are free and open to the gendents, $3 for greeks.
eral public.
• Skankin' Pickle ·
The Japanese kimono proCo.
- The Dungeon,
gram will include a traditional
•
Rock
and Laser ·
dances performed by Kimiko
Tavern, 410 6th St.
Gunji, a professor of traditional
• Clockwork Orange,
Japanese arts at the University of
admission
from 8 p.
Illinois at Champaign-Urbana.
.
•
'.'.Jiaver's_.Holler,
Gunji will be accompanied iti~the"Ciante by "
adults, $6 seniors
her daughter Jennifer, a senior graphic
• Mr. Wizard will
design major at the U of I.
As part of the program, Kimiko Gunji will
introduce the history of the kimono and compare it to the characteristics of traditional
Saturday
Japanese art. A demonstration of the dress• Homecoming P
ing method of an elaborate kimono will fol• Homecoming
low.
•Mr. Wizard dance

Z108 TAILGATE GIVEAWAY PARTY
Drink Specials
$1. 0° Cover

SATURDAY NITE
HOMECOMING PARTY
Open at 5:00 pm
No Cover 'til Bpm
Appetizers from 5-Bpm

• Welcome back Alums and Parents
• Authentic Mexican
& American Cuisine
•Full Bar
•Casual Food and Drink at its
·Carry Out
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East Side of Square
Charleston 345-2223
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Pr0fessors coriibfue
to bring play to life

r---

Homecoming
events
and locations

By JENNIFER PIACHECK

1. Alumni tailgate and Homecoming football game, noon
Saturday at O'Brien Stadium.
· 2. Homecoming parade, 9:30 a.m. Saturday on 6th and
7th streets.
3. Homecoming dance, 9 p.m. to 12:45 a.m. Saturday,
Grand Ballroom, Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Broadway Joe's tonight,
cAfee Gymnasium. $ 7 stu' 10:30 p.m. at Friends &

•DJ Chad Wahls, Thirsty's, 508 E. Monroe.
• "Haver's Holler, W.V., " 8 p.m. in the Rne Arts Theater.
•Homecoming party, 5 p.m. at Stu's, 1405 4th St. No cover until
8p.m.
•Catch 22, 10 p.m. at Ted's Warehouse.
• Shadoobee, 10 p.m. at Roe's Tavern.
•Catherine's Horse, 10:30 p.m. at Friends & Co. -The Dungeon.
Sunday
• "Haver's Holler, W.V.," 2 p.m. at Fine Arts Theater.

Upon.
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·F.ine 1Arts ·Theater. $8«) ,Monday through Friday· •'1 l"w r<n .. r'
' P :J' ' !t h. ",
• "Haver's Holler, W.v_.," 8 p.m. at Rne Arts Th~ter.
t, 1706 Broadway, Mat- .
Wednesday
• Pianist Ian Hominick, 7 p.m., Grand Ballroom, Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. $1 students, $3 general public.

d 7th streets.

2 p.m., O'Brien Stadium.

Thursday
·
• Comedian Carrot Top, 8 p.m., Grand Ballroom, Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. $3 students, $5 general public.

In September of 1992, Henry
Butler and Marjorie Duehmig conceived a musical.
This we,ek, "Haver's Holler,
W. V.," is brought to life on the
Main Stage of the Doudna Fine
Arts Center.
Duehmig and Butler, both professors at Eastern's College of Arts
and Humanities, began writing the
musical late last year.
Although a collaborated effort,
each professor added his and her
own touches of expertise to
"Haver's Holler, W.V.," the fictional town in West Virginia which the
musical centers around. Butler, a
music professor, wrote the musical
score while Duehmig, a theater arts
professor, supplied lyrics.
"It was a 50-50 collaboration,"
Duehmig said. "The music is country/western with a little blues mixed
in and folk music, too."
The Festival sends professionals
Duehmig said proceeds from to adjudicate and nominate stu"Haver's Holler, W.V.," will benefit dents for certain awards, Duehmig '
fund stipends for talented students. said. If chosen, the student will conAwardees of the stipends are based tinue through regional and national
on financial need.
competitions where the student
"Since the show was written could win scholarships ranging
here, there were no royalties to from $150 to $1,500 and a trip to
pay, and we tried to keep the costs Washington, D.C.
down - so we should make a nice
While Duehmig says she is
profit to put in the fund," Duehmig pleased with the outcome of the
said.
musical, she sa'id that, as .of
Butler will serve as musical direc- Wednesday, they were not quite
tor during the production and will finished making final revisions on
also play the piano at each perfor- the script.
"There are always revisions to
mance. Duehmig said that she will
serve as costume adviser to senior be made," she said. "We will
theater major Amy Sherwood, who rewrite again after the show closes
designed the costumes.
to see what worked and what
Sherwood is one of many stu- didn't."
dents wbo,is.fulfillio.g, roles j:ypically!rns'-1 €lafef'.lwl.B:\af\t~ette.; ~ rtheater
:liaI]dl~q by. th~e~tf!J' pto,f~ss0rs·. .
iqstnictor,: wi1[be directing the
' Senior theater major Brandon musical performances at 8 p.m. on
Hoefle designed the lighting, junior Friday and Saturday, 8 p.m. on
Julia Dugler choreographed the Oct. 27-29 and 2 p.m. on Oct. 24
musical numbers and junior David and Oct. 31.
Plug served as the sound designer.
Tickets can be purchased at the
Duehmig said two of the four Theater Arts Box Office from 1
student des~gners are up for awards p.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays, and
from the American College The- one hour prior to each perforatre Festival as are all of the actors mance.
in the musical.
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Restaurant, Sports Bar
&.. Banquet Facility
'

SATURDAY
Watch the
Homecoming
parade at the
Uptowner
Build your own
Bloody Mary

$2.50
Open Sam

"Be a part of the
.Tradition"
"Go Panthers"
Kitchen Hours
Mon-Sat 11 an-9am
Bar Hours
11am-1am
(wSA]
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ALUMNI!

Stix is your Homecoming HEADQUARTERS
FRIDAY NIGHT: Enjoy the beautiful atmosphere of our new banquet facility (Reservations NOT Required)
DINNER: 5:30 - 8:30 HOT BUFFET!
ALL YOU CAN EAT - LARGE SELECTION ,
Hot Buffet includes: Ham, Roast Beef, Mashed Potatoes,
Corn, Green Beans, Cole Slaw, Vanilla Pudding, Fruit Cocktail
ALL YOU CAN EAT $7'ffl_
Sing-Along with Karaoke 6-8:30 pm

'\O.b\eS

. 'f'oo\ ree~s)

C\O.Ss\C \)\g 5c ch\~es

~ATURDAY
~ MOM~COMIN'
G r 1\J~s,lt~~~~().~~~~~
.
$
$
LUNCH: Stix Famous Italian Beef 3'ffl_ w/Mozz 42!!.
DINNER: Ribeye Steak Sandwich $3'ffl_

<f"y\\J\

oJ ~

Saturday Alumni Karaoke 6:00 - 8:30 pm
SUNDAY: STIX FAMOUS BRUNCH BUFFET (IN NEW BANQUET FACILITY)
ALL YOU CAN EAT- LARGE SELECTION $625_! 9:00 AM - 1:30 PM

"Charleston's #1 Dinning and Sports Alternative"

ico Ju"',,e [.)
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WE ARE A YOUNG AND CARI NG COUPLE WHO WANT
NOTHING MORE THAN TO BE
PARENTS . WE CAN OFFER
SO MUCH TO A CHILD IF
GIVEN THE CHANCE. A LOVING HOME, EAGER GRANDPARENTS, SECURITY AND A
BRIGHT FUTURE . IF ADOPTION IS A THOUGHT FOR
YOU, PLEASE CALL MIM AND
RANDY. 1-800-451-4573.
_ _ _ __ __ _ _ _11/1
We are a happy, stable couple
wanting to adopt. We are unable
to have children . Your child will
have very opportunity in life. We
own our own home and have
strong family ties . Expenses
paid. Call collect Dennis or
Melody, 815-645-8202 or John
800-241-5384

Contact Dan Tyre at Leland Hall
Real Estate to learn how you
can purchase a home under
Illinois New Home Start
Program. Call 345-7023 for
more info.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 10/22
"MY SECRETARY"-RESUMES,
LETTERS, AND PAPERS. FOR
APPOINTMENT, CALL 3456807 AFTER 4 P.M.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Auto Rates Reduced! EIU students save money with Hall
Insurance! Faculty members
compare rates with Dan Castle.
Call Dan or Bill Hall at 345-7023
or stop by 101 O E. Lincoln Ave.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS
DUE TO PROGRAM EXPANSION : HABILITATION AIDES,
HOUSEKEEPING/JANITORIAL
STAFF, ACTIVITIES STAFF,
DIETARY STAFF, AND SUPERVISORY POSITIONS AT ALL
LEVELS.
COMPETITIVE
SALARIES. BENEFITS WHERE
APPLICABLE. APPLY IN PERSON AT 738 18TH ST. , 738
18TH ST., CHAS., IL EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT :
Students Needed! Earn up to
$2,500+/mo. in canneries or on
fishing vessels. Many employers
provided Room & Board &
Transportation . No experience
necessary. For more information
cal): (206) 545-4155, ext.
A5738.
.,...---------10/29
$287.50. SELL 50 HILARIOUS
COLLEGE T-SHIRTS-PROFIT
$287 .50 .
22
DESIGNS
INCLUDE ALCOHOL, SAFE
SEX, MISC . . A RISK-FREE
PROGRAM . CALL NOW FOR
FREE CATALOG 1-800-3043309.
~---ca10/8,11,22,25 , 29 ;

FEMALE SUBLESSORS NEEDED for Sp. 94. Own room, furnished , $185/mo. + util. 3485070.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
Sublessor needed for Spring
'94. $125/month, water included. Call Chris at 348-1234.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/26
Subtessor needed for spacious
one bedroom , uptown apartment for Spring '94. Call any
time. 348-0385.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
Sublessor needed for large, 1
br. apt. Avail. 12/16, for spring
and/or summer. Great location:
1/2 block from Union, clean , furnished, parking included .
Laundry on premises. Call 3457110.

Dorm-size refrigerators for rent.
Carlyle Rentals, 820 Lincoln St.
348-7746. 9-5.
d
12110
2 bedroom apartment for two to
four people . Furnished, heat
paid . Available immediately.
Lincolnwood
Pinetree
Apartments. 345-6000.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/10
Two bedroom house. Ideal for 2
to 4 persons. Phone: 345-2416.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/26

FRE!=1lJilffi A..:GA~f.il .G~l ~_ys
and 'n'rldii'a't'-fi'o'vJ hlihHrlfcls. of'
students are already earning
FREE T~IPS and LOTS of
CASH with AMERICA'S #1
. Spring Break Company! Choose
CANCUN,
BAHAMAS,
JAMAICA, PANAMA, DAYTONA
or PADRE! CALL NOW! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800) 328-SAVE or (617) 4248222.
_ _ _ __ _ _ caMW10/22
OPENING BANDS FOR TRIBUTE BANDS ON THURSDAYS.
Classifieds Sell! Classifieds Sell!
CALL TED AT 345-9732.
ha-00
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 10/22

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

COSTUME RENTAL! HUGE
ADULT SELECTION! REASONABLE RATES . 7 P.M .-9 P.M .
SUNDAY-THURSDAY.
310
MADISON, CHARLESTON.
345-2617.
_ _ _ _ _ _ca10/4-7, 11-29
HELLO
DOLLY
featuring
antiques, unique vintage clothing, collectables & jewelry. 714
Monroe. Open TWR, 10-5 & FS
12-7.
_ _ _ _ _ca10/1,8,15,22,29
Costumes: Adult rentals, child
sales. Broadway Bazaare, 2354844.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
Amie Wintjen: It's almost over-I
love you , you love me, we're a
happy family! SMILE Love,
Alexis
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
TO THE EIU FOOTBALL TEAM:
JR PANHEL WOULD LIKE TO
WISH YOU THE BEST OF
LUCK WITH THIS YEAR ' S
HOMECOMING GAME.
Lost : Glasses & glass case .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
Glass case is green. The glassDAVE and JEFF of Pl KAPPA
es have black trim.
ALPHA : It has been great
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
preparing for this week with you
LOST: Gold-framed guess
guys. Fire up for Homecoming
watch in Rec Center. Cash
1993. Your Dee Zee co-chairs,
reward if returned. Please call
Lynn and Dana
349-8396.
10/22
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 10/25
SWEET TREAT BALLOON BOLost: Gold bracelet, blue stone.
K'S FOR HALLOWEEN. U"P UP
Reward. 345-3312 or 581-5310.
& AWAY, 1503 7TH, 345-9462.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/26
_ _ca10/18,20,22,25,27 ,29
FOUND: LARGE PUPPY.
Christina , I hope you had a
FEMALE. TAN WITH BLACK
great week. I am looking forTIGER STRIPES. BLACK COLward to this weekend for our
LAR. CALL 348-5023 OR 345family reunion. Phi Sig love,
7948.
Jenise
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/26
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
LOST: CASIO GRAPHING CALErik Enstad & Tim Bauer: HOT!!
CULATOR IN BLACK CASE.
HOT!! HOT!! Love, your Snuggle
$25 REWARD IF RETURNED.
Bunnies
PLEASE CALL 345-9383.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/26
IT'S
THAT TIME OF YEAR FOR
Lost: Blue Parent Child Book,
WARBLER PHOTOS. WARbathroom on first floor in
BLER GROUP PHOTOS, OCT.
Buzzard, Oct . 20, 1993 A .M.
25-0CT. 29. WARBLER INDIReturn to Student Publications.
VIDUAL PORTRAITS, OCT. 25_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/25
NOV. 5. SULLIVAN ROOM, 3RD
FLOOR, UNIVERSITY UNION .
FOR MORE INFO CALL MIKE
HESTER AT 581-2812 OR 5816550. •
Brett: This week has been great
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
and I know tomorrow night will
Help Needed: Anyone interesteven be better! Love you Murph!
ed in volunteering to usher for
----~----10/22
the Parent's Weekend Concert
SIG EPS: We can't wait until the
on Nov. 6, (Both Shows) please
game! Go EIU!!! Love, the
call Carey at 345-9565. Leave a
Women of SIGMA KAPPA
message OR leave your name
_ _ _ __ _ __ _ 10/22
and number in Rm 201 of
SCHOLARSHIP MONEY AVAILUniversity Union.
ABLE!
$6 .6
BILLION
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
UNCLAIMED LAST YEAR!
Janice Nason : Happy 18th
Recorded message gives
Birthday ! Gotcha Back! Your
details. 345-2629, ext. 112.
roommie, Lea
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 12/10
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 10/22

Affordable Mobile Home for
sale. Call Dan Tyre at Leland
hall Real Estate 345-7023.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
40 gal. 6 sided fish tank, table
and fish included. After 3 p.m .
932-4098.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/28
1989 CHEVY CAVALIER. 2-24,
5-SPEED
LOADED.
IMMACULATE CONDITION.
$6 ,995 . GE REFRIGERATOR.
GOOD CONDITION . ICE
MAKER. $150. 345-1088.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/27
Winter Coat, Like New. Warm .
Size M. $65, OBO. 581-8011.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
Business calculator w/manuel.
Used for FIN 3710 . $25 OBO.
581-8011 .

The Women of DELTA ZETA
Student Senate Candidate petiwould like to welcome back all
tions now available in 201
EIU alumni. We hope that you
Union. Due back Oct. 29 at 4:00
have a GREAT Homecoming
p.m. PICK ONE UP TODAY!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/28
Weekend!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
IT'S THAT TIME OF YEAR FOR
HOMECOMING SPECIALS AT
WARBLER PHOTOS . WAREASTSIDE PACKAGE . NATUBLER GROUP PHOTOS. OCT.
RAL LIGHT 12 PK $3.99.
25-0CT. 29. WARBLER INDICORONA 6 BOTTLES $4.99.
VIDUAL PORTRAITS OCT. 25OLD STYLE, OLD STYLE
NOV. 5. SULLIVAN ROOM 3RD
LIGHT 20 PK $6 .99. SEA•
FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION .
GRAMS COOLERS, ALL F
FOR MORE INFO CALL MIKE
HESTER AT 581-2812 OR 581VORS, 4 PK $3 .29. MILWA
KEE'S BEST LIGHT KE
6550.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
$35.00. YOUR PANTHE
PARTY CENTER AT EASTSI
Chad: Happy 23rd Birthday! I
hope it's one you will never forPACKAGE. RT 130 AT JAC
get. I love you! Allison
SON AVE. 345-5722.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
DZ NEW MEMBERS: We h
SPIDER, PUMPKIN, MONSTER
AIR WALKERS FOR HALyou are enjoying your fi
LOWEEN, $8 .99 . UP UP & homecoming . The fun only
AWAY, 1503 7TH ST., 345-9462.
better! Love, the Actives.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1
_ _ca 10/18,20,22,25,27,29
Help! Help! Help! We need your
TO ALL SORORITIES AND
help for UNICEF Sunday.
TERNITIES: BEST WISH
Please call 348-0147.
THROUGHOUT HOMECOMI
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
'93. LOVE, JR. PANHEL.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1
Student Senate Elections,
November 10, 1993: Remember
GOOD LUCK EIU FOOTS
TEAM! BEAT ISU! LOVE, T
to VOTE!
WOMEN OF SIGMA KAPPA
11/10
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1
JUST SPENCE'S, 1148 6TH ST.
WELCOMES ALL HOME-COMThe Women of DELTA ZE
ERS. OPEN MONDAY THRU
would like to wish the Foo
SATURDAY,, 2-5 P.M. 345-1469:
team Good Luck on Satur
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
Beat the Red Birds!! Go EIU.
Now at EIU : Custom Pool Cues
by Huebler. Guaranteed for life.
VANESSA
JOHNS
Shoot with only the BEST. Call
Congratulations
on y
581-2794
after
6 :00.
engagement to John! We are
VISA/MasterCard.
happy for you! Love alwa
10/22
Cheryl, Kim and Kara
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1
M,-,--,-A.,.,-1L-=B-,o'"'"x'""E'""S_A,...,N"'"'D,.--P-A-RC EL
DEPOT NOW OPEN IN TOKENS
THE LADIES OF ALP
FOR
UPS
SHIPPINGSIGMA TAU and the MEN
OVERNIGHT AIR-SEND OR
KAPPA DELTA RHO would I
RECEIVE A FAX-CHECK CASHto wish the EIU football le
MADE-MONEY
1NG-KEYS
GOOD LUCK on Saturday.
ORDERS. ALL KINDS OF PACKISU!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1
ING SUPPLIES AND BOXES OF
ALL SIZES, WE CAN EVEN
s·1GMA KAPPA would like
PACK YOUR STUFF FOR SHIPWelcome Back all of their al
MENT. WATCH FOR OUR
naes. Have fun at the game.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1
GRAND OPENING; LOCATED IN
TOKENS, UNIVERSITY VILDON'T
FORGET
JU
LAGE.
SPENCE'S, 1148 6TH ST. F
GREAT~ , 60'S ~ AND
7
--~------ 10/29
Bratfest" is coming·."' 'l " ' CLOTtiES FOR- HALLOWEE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
OPEN MONDAY THRU SATU
BETH ANDERSON of ASA :
DAY 2-? 345-1469 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10
Your daddy's watching you! Who
could he be? PIKE? SIG Pl?
ASAs AND D- CHls WOUL
SIG EP? or SIGMA CHI? You'll
LIKE TO WELCOME AL
find out soon! Love, Your Mom
EASTERN ALUMNI BACK FO
Stephanie & Daddy.
HOMECOMING '93.HAVE A
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 10/22
GREAT WEEKEND,
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
AHA, AHA, RHA: GetPUMPED
for Homecoming! You guys will
Phi Delts: We're looking forward
be GREAT in the parade! Have
to our function tonight. See ya
fun! Love, RHA Execs.
there! The Beta Chis.
_ __ _ _ __ _ _ 10/22

_________1

_________1

WTW0-2
News
Inside Edition

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Cops

SportsCenter
Lumberjack Comp.

Major Oad
Wings

Designing Women
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne
Cheers

Mac & Mutley,
Pet Connection

Ghost Writer

Andy Griffith
Bev. Hillbillies

Defense Rests: A
Tribute to Burr

Rescue 911
Good Advice

Family Matters
Boy Meets World

NHL Hockey

Murder She
Wrote

Movie: Better Off
Dead
•'

Washington Week
Wall Street Week

L.A. LP.w .

Adventures of llrisco
County Jr.

Rediscovering
America

Uttle Aouse

Three Stooges
Marathon

Movie: The Case
of the Telltale

Bob
Picket Fences

Movie: Sea
of Love

Bill Moyers' Journal

Movie:
Badlands

X·files

Fields of Armor
Firepower

Bonanza

News

Star Trek: The
Next Generation

Australian
Animals

News
EIU Connection

Unsolved
Mysteries

Chevy Chase

Rediscovering
America

Sneak Previews
Movie:

Talk Show Host
News
Tonight

P.M.
WTW0-2
6:00 News
6:30 Hoosier Million.
7:00 Mommies
7:30 Cafe American
8:00 Empty Nest
8:30 Nurses
9:00 Sisters
9:30
10:00 News
10:30 Sat. Night Live

P.M.
WTW0-2
6:00 I Witness Video
6:30
7:00 SeaQuest DSV
7:30
8:00 Movie: Barbara
8:30 Taylor Bradford's
9:00 Remember, P. 1
9:30
10:00 News
10:30 Night Court

~

·Step bY Step
Mr. Cooper

20120

One Second Before
Sunrise, II

News
M' A'S'H

News
Married ...

Hockey: Lighter Sid
SportsCenter
Movie

Night Court
Uptown Comedy

Being Served?
Movie

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIFE-38

Fox-8, 55

DISC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

Rich & Famous
Designing Women

Lawrence Welk

Movie in
Progress

Rosanne
Night Court

Mac & Mutley
lncred. Animals

Ascent of Man

Wrestling

Movie: The Battle
at Apache Pass

Austin City
Limits

Movie: Cast
the First Stone

Cops

Safari

New Country Video

Movie: Elvis

Front Page

Secretsof the Deep Movie: Duel in the Su

Hidden Room

Kung Fu: The
Legend Continues

Justice Files

Comic Stnp
Live

Safari

Movie: Dick Tracy vs.
Cueball

Movie: Stars in
My Crown

News
M'A'S'H

News
Fortune Hunt

Scoreboard
College Football:

Case Closed

Dr. Quinn
Medicine Woman

Movie:
Mermaids

Syracuse at
Miami

Movie: The
Lookalike

Movie: The
Docto(s Dilemma

Harts of the
West
Walker,
Texas Ranger

Commish

News
Current Affair

News
Scoreboard

Silk Stalkings

News
Highway Patrol

SportsCenter

Movie

Night Court
Movie

Mulberry
Red Dwarf

Unsolved
Mysteries

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIFE-38

Fox-8, 55

DISC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

60 Minutes

Funniest Videos
Funniest People

NFL Primetime
Gymnastics

Movie: The
Perfect Bride

Kojak

Ghostwriter

Movie in progress

Townsend TV

Nature of Things

Mclaughlin
Mclaughlin Group

Movie: Perry
Mason

Murder, She Wrote

Lois & Clark

Movie: French
Connection II

Nature

Movie: Other
Women's Children

Martin
Livin Sin le

Natural World

Bix Jazz Festival
Best of Ni httimes

Movie: Double
Jeopardy

Movie: Sidney
Aerobics
Sheldon's A Stranger

Case Closed

Married ...
Daddy Dearest

Great Bears
of Alaska

Cousteau's World
Watch on Wash.

in the Mirror

Aerobatics

Silk Stalkings

News
Replay

All Creatures

Thirtysomething

Star Trek:
Next Generation

Crocodile
Return of Lynx

Growing Old in a
New Age

News
Moon over Miami

SportsCenter

Silk Stalkings

Night Co~
TBA

May/December
Mystery!

Comm. Prog.

Untouchables

Natural World

4·Star Playhouse
Drama Classics

News
Entmt. Tonight

'"'"'"•" ?

r

Masterpiece Theatre

Nat'I Geographic
Explorer

Network Earth
Comm. Prog.

THE GENTLEMEN OF Pl
PA ALPHA: Stand Proud!
nd Strong! Let's now
'AYS worry about being NO.
This week is really about
y memories, great laughs
EIU SPIRIT! Let's get to it!
love you guys, Delta Zeta
=--=-:---.,------:-:--10/22
S: Thank you for the roses
support at coronation. You
are the BEST! Love, Diane
..,,...---:::--:---:-:----10/22
Issa Schroer, You made it!
of your hard work has paid
. Enjoy this weekend-you
rve it! We're proud of you!
, Your roommies
10/22
,.,,...,,G...,.A-=R-=IT.,..,A,...,v"'"L...,-L-:=E,-G=-1-=R-,-L-=s:
1
Let's
fired up for Homecoming!
gonna be a blast! I'm glad
all worked things out!
HA GAM LOVE, KERI

~--:-----:--:--~1~22

ureen Leary, Hope you're
Ing a great Homecoming
k. DZ's rule! YOUR PIKE

10/22
::-:lt::-'A--:Z=:E:=T::-A-.a-n...,.d:-P=-cl::--:K:--=A-:We 've
ltgoin' on ...
=-.,...,...------10/22
E: You are sweet, beautiful
sexy. You ARE the best
h·on campus. I Love You.
les
10/22
,,,,.,..S::-C::-:H-:-:U-:-:N-:-:E=M-:-A-:-:N-:--=0:-::F:--:DELTA
A: CONGRATULATIONS
GETTING PINNED TO
ERT STAMM OF SIGMA
I. I CAN'T BELIEVE THAT
KEPT IT A SECRETI ALE10/22
:=-R-::P:::IK-:-:E=-=PA-:-L:-:--:T::-:H-:-A;-;N-::-K. YOU
the 'sweet" HUGS & KISSI! Homecoming Week has
great. You are awesome!
love, Michele Vitale.
~.,...,...,,..,..,--=--,........,.-.,....-10/22

BLACK: This has been the
year, with many more years
come. Remember that I DIG
I Love, Stephanie
10/22

~s:::-:c'"'""1A-:-:C:::-:c:::-:o=TT.=A:-:-:-c=-o::-:Nc:-:GRAT-

TlONS.--._ QN , BEl'N G
LE CT ED
FRESHMAN
ENDANT FOR HOMECOM'93. LOVE, JR. PANHEL
,,...--.,.....,--::----:,--.,,,--...,-10/22
the Alpha Garn & Delt kickteam: Wednesday night was
ast in the Tundra!! We love
guys!! Love, Keri & Nicole
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22

PIKES: The sun is shining let's
not be down. Turn your frown
upside down. We're having a
blast, for Homecoming is here.
And these are the memories we
will treasure all year! Love
DELTA ZETA.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
Becca Bridges, guess who? You
don't know me, but I've heard
about you. Have a great week!
Love, your Pike Pal??
=----,.,.,.--=-,--..,,,-----10/22
To my Pike Pal: Roses are red,
violets are blue, you say I rock
your boat-WHO ARE YOU?
Love, Potter
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
Jenn & Lee, Congratulations on
getting lavaliered. I am so
happy for you two. Phi Sig love,
Jenise
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
ASTs: Prepare yourselves for a
Magical Homecoming Weekend.
KOR
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
ERIK & BAUER: We love our
Sig Pi Boys even though you
have temper tantrums! And
remember "we know how to
jam"! Love, your Alpha Garn
roommates, Keri & Nick
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
SARAH KIJEWSKI: You looked
great at cQronation. Stay fired
up for the last few days. Your
PIKE Homecoming Pal.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
HOMECOMING SPECIALS AT
EASTSIDE PACKAGE. NATU- .
RAL LIGHT 12 PK $3.99.
CORONA 6 BOTTLES $4.99.
OLD STYLE, OLD STYLE
LIGHT 20 PK $6.99. SEAGRAMS COOLERS, ALL FLAVORS, 4 PK $3.29. MILWAUKEE'S BEST LIGHT KEGS
$35.00. YOUR PANTHER
PARTY CENTER AT EASTSIDE
PACKAGE. RT 130 AT JACKSON AVE. 345-5722.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
Pikes: We have had an AWESOME week! You guys are the
GREATEST! Fire up for tomorrow! Love, Delta Zeta!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
Hey PHI SIGS get excited about
i the parade and" the football
game!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
EIU Volleyball team: Good luck
this weekend and don't miss me
too much. Love Wendy
,,,,.----...,,---..,.----,.-10/22
Terry Grove: You are the best
big bro ever! Little bro, Botch
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22

L GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the
lllle!lloo'Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
LACROSSE'S LAST home game of the season will be at 3 p.m. Oct.
the South lntermural Fields. Eastern will be playing Ginger Creek
form Glen Ellyn.
•
RUGBY CLUB will have its first home game at 1 p.m. Oct 23 across
Lawson Hall.
PHI BETA will have a licensed beautician from 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. on
22 and 23. For those wanting to make an appointment call Kekey from
. -4 p.m. Oct. 22 and 23 at 581-5331.
K STUDENT UNION will hold its Homecoming Dance from 9 p.m. a.m. Oct. 23 in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
rsity Union. Live concert with 'Figure of Speech" starts at 11 p.m.
and Dutchess winners will be announced.
K STUDENT UNION will meet for the parade at 9:30 a.m. Oct. 23 in
of the Kappa House. For the tailgate party meet at 11 a.m. on the
of Booth Library. for more information call Vennita at 581-3992.
OWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN Athletes will meet at 7:45 p.m. Oct 24 in
Gym Club Room. Everyone is welcome.
K STUDENT UNION will have voting for Duke and Dutchess from 9.m. Oct. 23 in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
"'. Union.
~RACT CLUB HOMECoMING Float decoration wiR be from 1-5 p.m.
Kirschner Lumber. For rides or information call Kim at 345-8676.
FOUNDATION CAFE' Tone' will be open from 8 p.m. to midnight
23 at 2202 Fourth St across from Lawson Hall.
FOUNDATION STUDENT Center wift hold its Sunday Supper at
I p.m. Oct. 24 at 2202 Fourth St across from Lawson Hal. This supper is
Wt'8d fNery week for 81"1 student Come by the Fooodation and sign up or
c:al your name in by Friday at 348-8191.
WESLEY FOUNDATION STUDENT Center Lighthouse wlll be open from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Oct 22 in the basement of the Wesfelt Foundation, 2202
Fourth St across form Lawson Hall.
1EWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Beer and Brat tent from 11 :30
1.m.-2 p.m. and a Wine and Cheese from 8 p.m.-midnight Oct. 23 at the
Newman Center at Ninth Street and Lincoln Avenue.
1EWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate Mass at 11 am. and at 4:30
11-m. Oct 24 in Coleman Auditorium
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a night prayer at 9:30 p.m. Oct
24 at the Newman Center at Ninth Street and Lincoln Avenue.
wESLEY FOUNDATION LIGHTHOUSE Committee meeting will be at 5
p.m. Oct. 22 at the Weslf!/i Foundation Student Center. All committee members or others interested are encouraged to attend. Discussion will be of
the Thursday Night Baochus/Wesley Foundation Lighthouses.

Please Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
NON-PROFIT event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be submitted
to The Daily Eastern News office by NOON one business day before the
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL
NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible
or contains conflicting information will not be published.

Kevin St. Angel: You DA
Homecoming stud of EIU!! Your
G-son, Mark
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
Welcome all alumni! Have fun at
Homecoming. Love, the Women
of PHI SIGMA SIGMA
..,.------,-------10/22
Susan St. Dennis: I hope you
are partying hard and I will see
you at the dance. Your
Awesome Pike Stud
..,.,..,..,...,..,,,,--,=-c-,--,,-,..,.---.,,.1 0/22
JULIE ELLISON of DELTA
ZETA: I can't wait to see you
pomping tonight! Your Pike
Stud, M.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
LORI GIRARDIN! OF ALPHA
PHI: GET READY FOR THE
TIME OF YOUR LIFE THIS
WEEKEND! TODD
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
TARA BENSON OF DELTA
ZETA: I've had my eye on you
all week. I love the way you
pomp! Your loveable pike man!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
Keep the spirit and enthusiasm
up PHI SIG! You're doing a
great job!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22

BRENDA BROWN: You have
helped to make HOMECOMING
'93 the best ever. Without you
our PSYCHOTIC lives would be
empty.
Love,
PAM
and
MICHELLE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
DELTA ZETA would like to congratulate all the winners of Fun
Games! Everyone did a Great
Job.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
TIF & AMY: THIS IS YOUR LIFE!
REMEMBER: 2:00 CLUB, EDDIE
HASKELL, REINDEER, STEALERS, DIZZV STICKS, WIGGERS,
BUNGALOW, CAPS, RANCH,
BOOTH, I NEVER, WHAM MAN,
TAKE IT EASY COWBOY, ASA,
NEIGHBORS,
RHYME
SHMYME. COLLEEN
-,-------,,...,,--,-----..,,.-.,10/22
SEND A WITCH, SPOOK, OR
DRACULA BALLOON BO-K
SPECIAL, $10.00. UP UP &
AWAY, 1503 7TH, 345-9462.
_ _ _ 10/18,20,22,25,27,29
Jeni Schmitz of Delta Zeta!
You're one hot mamma. Have a
great weekend. Love, Your Pike
Bro
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22

ALPHA SIGMA TAU, KAPPA
DELTA RHO: Be ready to have
some serious FUN on Saturday
at the parade and football
game. The ASTs
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
Dear SHANAYNAY: Everybody
hurts sometimes ... Happy B-Day!
Love, We're in the house!
----,-,-,..-------10/22
TRl-SIGMAs: You ladies did a
good job on the float. It looks
great. Let's get fired up for the
parade. The Men of Sigma Chi.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
Dear Siobhan, I enjoy the
Bodeans with you! Happy
Birthday. Love, NB
----.,.-------10/22
BETSY BOUDEREAU and
CINDY HOESSLL of DELTA
ZETA: Homecoming week has
been great. Only one day left.
Your PIKE buds.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
TO MY WONDERFUL COCHAIR KRISTIE KAHLES. Here
is to potato spuds and the walkway. It has been "A BLAST" and
a pleasure working with you.
GOOD LUCK! BRAD
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22

Calvin and"Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

Doonesbury

27 Draft org.
2 9 - - the ears
f "Rule,
33 Epigram: Part II
Britannia"
3e "The Endless
composer
Summer"
s Have the means
subject
for
37 - - de guerre
ff Barn resident
(war whoop)
14 Neighbor of
38 One piece of
Thailand
information
f5 Dealer in hush
39Sulcus
money
40Coop
feHawaiian
swaggerer
acacia
42 Prestigious D.C.
n Start of an
workplace
epigram by J. J . a Epigram: Part Ill
Ingalls
441Memorable
20Muslim
period
21 Stood behind
47 Cow's first
22 Network inits.
stomach
48 Sponsorship
23 Mountain:
Comb.form
51 Ache all over
52 Certain trains
24 Count of jazz

i.=.i-.=-~i.;..;.i~~-

SIOBHAN: HAPPY 19TH
BIRTHDAY (FINALLY!) BOBO,
BLOTTO, .TIGHT, TWEAKED,
PICKLED, POLLUTED ... (ANY
QUESTIONS?) AIM FOR THE
"PARTY LOOK" BEER MUSCLES ... COLD DUCK ANYONE?
LET'S PARTY. LOVE, KT
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
WENDY, YOU'RE A GREAT
DAUGHTER.
REMEMBER
WHO LOVES YOU! YOUR ASA
MOM.
----------..,...-10/22
Nikki Collins of DELTA ZETA:
I'm really looking forward to
meeting you! Your .new PIKE
pal. (B.B.)
.,.------.,.---....,.---,10/22
Remember to thank your homecoming
date
with
an
Announcement in The Daily
Eastern News Classifieds!
Forms available at Student
Publications Business Office,
Rm. 127 Buzzard Building.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ha-00
PHI SIG new members:
Congratulations on entering
Red Rose Week! Phi Sig love,
The Actives
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
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55 Analytical
prediction
eoEnd of the
epigram
uRaninto
u Subtle
distinction
14 Give impetus to
u Work diligently
• Is intuitive
87 Dream idly
33

DOWN

37

1 High: Comb.
form
2 Cheering words ..,,45
3 Present time
4 Spanish space
s Dugout shelters
• Glassmaker's
mixture
7 Region of E.
Scotland
•Geisha's sash
•Happen again
to Hang loosely
u Steinbeck
Sooner
n Long-necked
f2Fleece
lute
13 Inventor of an
30 Feast of Lots
instant camera
.:.:+.;.+~,.i 18 An
3f Hatchet-burying
inflorescence
event
~;;+;;.i f9 Biblical
32Seldom's
pronouns
opposite
23 Apertures in a
scWordsof
sponge
solemnity
24 Lawn bowling,
35Amil.M.D.
.;:;+;+.;..+;,;;p;,.~1-""'"t~
Italian style
..........,....._..,,"" u Certain hairdos 41 Baking
direction
~,.,...,~~ 28 Star in Virgo
43Madeon a
~~""'""-' 27 Inventory at a
griddle
cooperage

....-11-----

44 Lever support
49 Hidden valleys
so Publish

Sf Skills, in Sevilla
uFlaccid
53 City on the Oka
M Jersey, Kansas
or Oklahoma

.....~-···

ss Okefenokee
features
seQuondam
57 Flying prefix
sePudding
thickener
u Feds of a kind
ef Where most
tuna comes
from

FINAL EXAM CHANGES
$10.00 in the Career Planning
Students who have three final
and Placement Center. Students
who have purchased diskettes
examinations scheduled for one
day may change the date of one
should return them to the office
of the final examinations with the
for uploading. In order to be a
part of the database of candiapproval of the instructor.
Requests for changes for medical
dates available for employment,
or personal emergencies may
completed diskettes m..lll.1 be
also be considered. In cases not
returned for uploading.
resolved between the student and
Shirley A. Stewart, Director
the instructor, the Dean, Student
Academic Services, Room 116
Career Planning & Placement
Old Main, will seek resolution.
Center
The deadline for making these
DROP DEADLINE
changes is Friday. December 3.
Students are discouraged from
The deadline for dropping a
requesting instructors to deviate
class and receiving an automatic
from the published examination
"W" for the class is MONDAY,
schedule. Reasons of personal
OCTOBER 25. Be sure to call in
convenience such as work, transon the Touch-Tone System at
portation arrangements or vacaleast 15 minutes before closing
tion plans, do not constitute · time.
grounds for approval of examinatio change requests.
Michael D. Taylor, Director
Registration
Frank Hohengarten, Dean
Student Academic Services
SPRING 1994 STUDENT
TEACHER MEETING
Placement information for indiSPRING FINALS SCHEDULE
Please be aware the Final
viduals who have applied to stuSchedule for Spring 1994 is pubdent teach in the spring of 1994
will be distributed during a generlished in the SPRING SEMESTER 1994 CLASS SCHEDULE. It
al meeting to be held in Buzzard
is to be found on ~- This
Auditorium on Wednesday ,
information should be used in
November 10, 1993, at 3:00.
planning your spring schedule.
. This meeting is specifically
meant for students in the early
Frank Hohengarten, Dean
Childhood, Elementary and
Junior High School certification
Student Academic Services
programs as well as those in
JUNIOR, SENIORS, GRADUSpecial Education. DO NOT
ATE STUDENTS
ATTEND if you have specified the
Juniors seeking internships, as
Chicago area as your primary
well as seniors and graduate stuteaching location. DO NOT
dents seeking permanent
ATTEND if you are planning to
teach on the high school level in
employment should register now
for placement. Students can purany content area. All other applichase registration diskettes for
cants must attend.

This general meeting will not
be repeated . PLACEMENT
INFORMATION WILL NOT BE
GIVEN OUT PRIOR TO THIS
MEETING . Important information
will be discussed so plan to
attend.
Dr. William Fischer
Student Teacher Coordinator
HEALTH STUDIES
COMPETENCY EXAM
The first Health Studies Competency Examination this semester will be given at 2:30 p.m. on
Tuesday, November 2. This
examination applies only to students seeking to graduate under
a catalog Q!'.iQr to 1992-93. Register in person from 11 a.m. to 3
p.m., Monday through Friday, at
the booth in the Union Bookstore
Lounge. If the booth is closed
during those hours, go to Testing
Services, 202 Student Services
Building . Bring a photo ID (driver's license preferred) and the
$2 fee. Registration begins October 13. Seating Is limited. Register early to assure a seat.
Students who have ~
n.e.e.d.s that may require special
testing accommodations should
contact .Ms . Martha Jacques ,
Coordinator of Disability Services
(581-6583) , at least four weeks
prior to the test date.
You may take the Health Studies Competency Examination
only once.
David K. Dodd, Director
Testing Services
CONSTITUTION EXAMINATION
The second Constitution
Examination this semester will be

FALL 1993 FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
REVISED
FINAL
TIME/DAY

SAT
11-Dec.

8:00-10:00

T 1000 (10:00 am)
makeup/arranged
-. >'.

10:30-12:30

;,

.... . ~

TUE
14-Dec.

M900 (9:00 am)

M 1400 (2:00 pm)

.....

-......

M1l00 (8:00am) , 11500 (3:00 pm) '
T 1530 (3:30 pm)

1:00-3:00

M1200 (noon)

3:30-5:30

T 1200 (noon)
T 1230 (12:30 pm)

7:00-9:00

MON
13-Dec.

-

WED
15-Dec.

THU
16-Dec.

M 1000 (10:00 am) makeup/arranged
r-...

T 1300 ("f :00 pm) · T 800 t81JO am) . M1300 (1:00 pm)
makeup/arranged

T 1100 (11 :op am) M 1100 (11:00 am)

M 1500 (3:00 pm) T 1400 (2:00 pm)
makeup/arranged

M 1600 (4:00 pm)
makeup/arranged

T 1600 (4:00 pm)
M 1700 (5:00 pm)
makeup/arranged

W 1600 (4:00 pm) T 900 (9:00 am)
T 1700 (5:00 pm) T 930 (9:30 am)
makeup/arranged R 1600 (4:00pm)

M 1800 (6:00 pm)
M 1900 (7:00 pm)

T 1800 (6:00 pm)
T 1900 (7:00 pm)

W 1800 (6:00 pm) R 1900 (7:00 pm)
W 1900 (7:00 pm) makeup/arranged
makeup/arranged

given on November 2 at 2:30
p.m. This examination applies
only to students seeking to graduate under a catalog Q!'.iQr to 19921993. Beginning October 13,
register from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, at the
booth in the Union Bookstore
lounge. If the booth is closed during those hours, go to Testing
Services, 202 Student Services
Building. Bring a photo ID (driver's license preferred) and the
$2 fee . SEATING IS LIMITED.
REGISTER EARLY.
Students who have ~
n.e.e.d.s that may require special
testing accommodations should
contact Ms. Martha Jacques,
Coordinator of Disabilityy Services (581-6583), at least four
weeks prior to the test date.
You may retake this exam as
many times as necessary to
pass, but on scheduled dates
only.

from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday
through Friday, at the booth in the
Union Bookstore Lounge. If the
booth is closed during those
hours, go to Testing Services,
202 Student Services Building.
Bring a photo ID (driver's license
preferred) and $10 for the fee.
Students who have ~
n.e.e.d.s that may require special
testing accommodations should
contact Ms . Martha Jacques,
Coordinator of Disability Services
(581-6583), at least four weeks
prior to the test date.
Students whose native language is not English and who
may need extra time or the use of
a bilingual dictionary should contact Dr. David Dodd, Director of
Testing Services (581-5986), at
least four weeks prior to the test

date.
SEATING IS LIMITED. REQ.
ISTER AS EARLY AS POSSI=
BLE TO ASSURE A SEAT.
David K. Dodd, Director
Testing Services
SEMINARS
October 25 : Liberal
Power--How
to
Sell ltl
Charleston/Mattoon Rooms, 4:
p.m. - 4:50 p.m.
October 27: Mock lnterviewt;
Charleston.Mattoon Rooms, 4.
p.m. - 4:50 p.m.
October 29: Fall Illinois
giate Job Fair, College
DuPage.

David K. Dodd, Director
Testing Services
WRITING COMPETENCY
EXAMINATION
To satisfy graduation requirements for the Bachelor's degree
at Eastern Illinois University, you
must pass the Writing Competency Examination. (See undergraduate catalog .) Register to take
this examination after you have
completed sixty semester hours
(junior standing) and have completed the all-university English
requirement (typically English
1001 and 1002, or the equivalent) . The last examination this
semester will be given on Tuesday, November- 9. Beginning
September 28, register in person

1. Final examinations are scheduled on the basis of the first class hour meeting of the week irrespective of whether the
hour is classroom or laboratory activity.
2. Final examinations for multiple-hour classes are scheduled on the basis of the first hour of the multiple-hour block.
3. AM-, T-, W-, or R-, prefix indicates whether the first class day of the week is Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, or Th
For example, M-800 indicates the scheduled time for the final examination in a class having its first class hour meeting
the week at 800 on Monday, R-1900 is a class having its first class hour meeting of the week at 1900 on Thursday, etc.
4. Final examination periods indicated in the above schedule as 'makeup or arranged' are to be used only in
where:
a. The first class hour meeting of the week does not conform to one of these schedule patterns;
- b. The meeting time of the class appears in the Semester Class Schedule as "ARR';
c. A-student obtalns·an approved examination change. •v•· ,, 5. Final examinations in one semester hour courses may be given at the discretion of the instructor and, if given, should
scheduled for the last regular class meeting of the term.
6. Final examinations in courses numbered 4750 or above may be given at the discretion of the instructor and, if given, n
conform to the schedule patterns established herein.
7. Final examinations are to be given in all courses unless specifically exempted under the provisions of #5 and/or #6
or by departmental recommendation.
8. Students may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without prior approval of the instructor in
dance with guidelines monitored by the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
9. Instructors may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without written approval of the Department
and the Dean of the College, in accordance with guidelines monitored by the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

Pearl Jam revolts against·
orporate evil with 'Five'
The contemporary music
ene has been turned upsidewn.

Youthful bands with original
· ds and material have slowly
ed vast herds of corporate
obots to abandon the safety
and guaranteed approval of pop
music. The record labels
ve changed targets,
gunning down as
many alternative
ds as possible.
These companies
ave found many
usicians to vulgarize
cl falsify te their
satisfaction, but
e true giants of real
emative music still
tand high, barking
ile beliefs into the
of their feeder.
Unknowingly, the
ajor label machine
as searched and
ound the tempting
ash of an animal
at will draw blood
,from the body of its
aster. Enter Pearl
\Jam, the leaders of
this Judas-like betrayal.
With their new release, "Five
Against One," Pearl Jam rears
back and counteracts against the
tern that pays their bills. In a
se, they are beginning to bite
the hand that feeds them, hint~ng at a future that may not
:revolve around the almighty dol-

lar.
"Leash" is the best example
of Pearl Jam's stance on corporate slavery. Eddie Vedder, the
lead singer, puts his lung-strong

touch on such lyrics as "Troubled souls unite, we got ourselves tonight," and "Get out of
my fucking face/Drop the
leash."
"Go" is another Pearl Jam
song that stays true to their original beliefs. Its lyrics circle

around a plea of "Don't go on
me now," because, "I never
took it for granted." This can
be directed at loyal listeners
worried about Pearl Jam's success and commercial spoilage of
their first album, "Ten."
It goes on to pqint out that.
maybe the band suffered as well
from their popularity with the
line "Suppose I abused you just passing it on."
The track with the biggest

potential is "Animal." Its feel
stirs up images of an unprocessed, raw energy that
Pearl Jam nearly perfected with
their landmark debut. Lyrically
simple, the song derives from
an easy "One, two, three, four,
five against one" slurred from
Eddie Vedder. This line
describes segregation curiously, due
to the fact that
there are symbolically five members
in the band performing the song.
"Indifference"
brings the albu.T. to
a quiet close. In a
similar approach to
Camus' novel "The
Stranger," Pearl
Jam opens themselves up to "the
gentle indifference
of the world. " Questioning life, loneliness, and change,
Vedder explores the
terrain of true mental independence
with his voice buried
deep inside himself.
Pearl Jam exceeds most, if
not all, bands in the spotlight.
Sooner or later, popularity will
catch up with them, thus label. ing them as a commercial failure. Epic, Pearl Jam's label, will
be wounded from the bite of
PSi~ing {ashion_.
_ ..
The trendiness will fade, " '
along with the mass approval.
From that point on, Pearl Jam
can consider themselves successful.

..Cl1ckw1rk

..Catch 22"

Rock -n- Roll Show

Songs by:
Firehouse,
Cheap trick,
Def Leppard,
Journey & more

I
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I
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Admission

lrangc"

from Champaign
Playing songs by:
AC/DC, Led Zeppelin,
Aerosmith, & much more

S I

(8-10) w / coupon

Krissy and Melissa.
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PUT YOUR
HALLOWEEN
COSTUME
TOGETHER AT
PRICES YOU
CAN AFFORD?

UNIVE~ITY lHEATR_E
~
PRE.SENTS
~
9 HAVER'S HOLLER, WV 9
an original musical
by

MARJORIE A. DUEHMIG
and

HENRY BUTLER
Tonight and Tomorrow at 8 p.m.
also
8 p.m. October 27,28,29,30
2 p.m. October 24, 31
on the Mainstage
l)oudna Fine Arts Center

' -,,- r

$8ADULTS
$6 SENIORS AND YOUTH
$4 EIU STUDENTS
. CALL 581-3110 FOR TICKET
INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS

The University Theater Ticket Office is open from 1 to 5 p.m. Mon.
thru Fri. and one hour before each performance. Patrons with special
needs are requested to provide advance notification.

~

00
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CRAIG'S VIDEO PROUDLY WELCOMES ALL E.I.U. ALUMNI!
Come in and checl< out our Winning
selection of
New Releases and Recent Hits!
New Releases

"Come check out
my shop and

$3.00 Per Day

--Geri

'All Recent Hits
$2.00 Per Week
(7 Days)

~ . HAVE FUN!"

Lik-Nu Shop
West Route 316

345-2221

I

---------------·
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Kristin Have a great weekend!
Love - Jenny, Tracey,

I
I
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At

GANDOLFI
CHIROPRACTIC
In Charleston

EVERYTHING'S FREE
After nine years of providing Eastern Students
with quality Chiropractic care, we are welcoming 'the students back to school. To welcome
you back we are offering to perform our services on your first visit absolutely free with
this certificate! This includes consultation,
treatment , and x-rays if indicated. Call NOW
to schedule your appointment.

Welcome Back
Alumni, Parents and Friends
For an outstanding selection ofEIU
and GREEK clothing and souvenirs

See What Tokens
Has To OHer low!
•Glassware
•Hats
• Sweatshirts
• Gifts

GANDOLFI CHIROPRACTIC
2115 18th St. Call 345-4065
*New Patients only, Certificate
must be presented on 1st visit
Expires Oct. 31, 1993

• T-Shirts
•Shorts
•Cards ·
Basketball
~ >IJ'
Shirts

(r.

•

@Ii
1-C

We are located across from Old Main and next to IKE's
Tokens is owned and operated by
Eastern Illinois University Alumni:

Ira Barrett Class of '70 I:IT
Linda Reid Barrett Class of '72 ArLi
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HOMECOMING
1993
I

SATURDAY OCTOBER 23
*KICK-OFF*
•noon-2:00 p.m.
•O'Brien Stadium
•Toppers' Pizza (freetostudentsw/IDl
•Live band-Shadoobee

·*PARADE*
•9:30 a.m.
•6th & 7th Streets
•Grand Marshall
B.F. McClerren
*GAME*
•2 P.M.
..

•O'BRIEN STADIUM
•VS. ILLINOIS STATE

. WELCOME ALL ALUMNI
. AND GUESTS!
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